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PAST PRESIDENTS
1904
1904-05
i905-06
1906-07
1907-08
1908-09
1 909-10
1910- 1 1
191 1-12
1912- 1 3
1 9 1 3-14
1914- 1 6
1916-19
1919-20
1920-22
1922-23
1923-24
1924-25
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
1 929-30
1930-31
1931-32

1932-33

1933-34

Joseph Spenee Hodgson
Dr. Richard L. Routh
Miehael T. Graveson
Robert B . Oddie
Joseph S. K. Parsey
Elizabeth M. Oddie
Edward p. Kaye, M.Se.
Charles E. Brady, O.B.E.
Ethe! M. Harrisson
Arthur B . Oddie
Luey S. Lamb
James T. Harrod, B.A.
Elizabeth F. Brown
Thomas Jaekson
Mabel T. Harrod, B.A.
Frank W. Snow
Ethe! M. Sharp
Frank Laseelles
Dr. Margaret Brady, B.A., M.B.
Christopher Martin, F.R.C.S
Miriam J. Carter
Amold J. Kaye
Henry John Randall, C.B.E.
James T. Harrod, B.A.
Theodora Hodgkiss, B.Se.
Lionel Geering
Jane Sabin

SIBFORD

OLD

1934-3 5
1935-36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1939-43
1 943 -44
1944-45
1 945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1 952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1 956-57
1957-58
1 958-59
1959-60
1961
1962
1 963
1964

SCHOLARS

:Perey O. Whitlock, M.A.
Margaret C. Gillett
Henry Lawranee
Frederiek E. Goudge
Willlid Pollard
Howard Quinto!l
Kathleen Rice
Roia..Tld Herbert
John Dearden
Leslie Baily
Geoffrey D. Long
F. Joy Reynolds
Ronald Ll. Lloyd
Jam�s C. Baily
Ronald Quinton
Alice Long and
Edward p. Kaye, M.Se.
Louis E. Wright
E. Marjorie Simmons
Reginald W. Barber
Arthur Johnstone, B.Se.
Cella Law
Lewis PoultOll
Vera Rollett
John Coxon, F.C.A.
Gladys Burgess, B.A.
George Law, B.Se. (Eng.)
Brian Wright

ASSOCIATION

RULES
1.

NAME.
The name of the Association shall be .. Sibford Old Scholars' Association."

2.

OBJECTS.
(a) The

continuance of the interest of former scholars in Sibford School and iu
work.
The furthering of schoolday friendships.
(c) The provision of as,astance to the School wherever possible.
(d) The encouragement of a spirit of loyalty amongst present scholars.

(b)
3.

MEMBERSHIP.
(a) The Association shall consist of
(b) The following shall be eligible

4.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(a) Subscriptions to the Association shall be as fol!ows :i. Scholars, leavL"1g
for the four years following, a minimum of five shillings per annum.
ii. Life Membership, £10 10s. Od.
ill. Married couples jointly, a minimum of fifteen shillings per annum.
iv. All other members a minimum of ten shillings per annum.
(b) The annual subscription is due on 1st January for the ensuing year.
(c) Any member whose subscriptions arc in arrear for more than two years and who,
after due reminder, shall not make the necessary payment shall have his/her
name removed from the list of members.

S.

YEAR.
The Association's year shall be from 1st January to 31st December. Thi. shall
apply to the Accounu of the Association and to the term of office of President.
OBlcera, Committee, etc.

Ordinary, Life and Honorary Life Members.
for membership:i. Old Scholars of Sibford School.
ii. Past and present members of the teaching and non-teachinll staff of the
School and their husbands/wives.
iii. Past and present members of the School Committee.
iv. Husbands/wives of Old Scholars.
v. Other relatives of Old Scholars interested in the School.
(c) Honorary Membership of the Association may be conferred at any Annual
General Meeting as a mark of esteem for not.ble services to the School or the
Association.
(d) Scholars leaving the School shall become members of the Association only after
completing the appropriate application form.
The General Committee shall
have power to accept, reject or defer any such application.
(e) The General Committee shall be empowered to remoVe a person from member
ship for any reason which they think to be good and sufficient and such member
ship shall ce.se forthwith. No return of subscription shall be payable.

SIBFORD
and
S.O.S.A. ANNUAL REPORT

, Ye

menne

of

Sheepford

wendath whithersoever

they

wilen'

BETTY THEL TON
Presidenr, S.O.S.A., 1965

EDITORIAL
1964 is the sixtieth anniversary of the foundin2 of this iournal.
It should be a time of comfortable self-congratulation and there is,
indeed, a suitable commemorative feature in this issue.
The Editor,
however, is still on the warpath and will continue thus until there are
signs of a real resurgence which must come if this Association is to con
tinue to play its vital functions as outlined in our rules and so ably
stressed in the President's address.
A minor grouse concerns the inadequate amount of copy sent in
by Old Scholars. The Editor does not have the chance to select indeed, he is obliged to write additional material in order to help fill the
extra space sanctioned by the Committee; misplaced modesty and sloth
are, doubtless, the main shortcomings of those of our members whose
lives are full of colourful experience. The rest of us with drabber tales
to tell would like to hear about you, please! Anyway, readers will notice
the finer printing of photographs and the new cover design, for which
we owe wann thanks to David Kerslake, a gifted relative of one of our
members.
A more serious matter is the lack of healthy self-criticsm within
the Association; these individual observations should not be taken as an
invitation to others to indulge in destructive tirades which could only
result in corporate self-immolation, but we could well emulate another
Friends' School O.S. magazine which recently embarked on a sensible
hard-hitting assault against outmoded institutions and ossified practices
within its own Association. Let us do likewise.
Firstly, are we not becoming too "middle-aged" in habit and
membership?
That we are not holding the allegiance of the young
leaver is certain, the sop of a free year's subscription being hardly
sufficient, even in conjunction with the new reduced subscription (see
Minutes of A.G.M.), to offset the evident indifference that is felt towards
this Association. Younger members have with reason criticised our Re
union programmes, so that it is a pleasure to report the setting up of a
sub-committee of younger O.S. under John Canham's leadership to
plan attractive modifications that will, perhaps, banish the charge that
one year is so very much like any other; but this will require, too, a
much greater participation by the critics themselves - they should
write in to him now with their proposals!
Next, the 16 to 25 year old group - those most free of immediate
family responsibilities and also most in touch with a changing society
-should be far more prominent in our administration; there is too
much head-shaking over their youth and immaturity by those whose
attitude to the under 25's is so amply illustrated by their frequent
references to the most senior pupils at Sibford as "the children."
Taking as a key recruiting point the somewhat lavish leaver's party, it
is surely the younger, keen, recent leavers who should organise this
event and act as virtual salesmen for the Association, releasing hard
worked senior officers from this task. Then our membership might truly
take wing!
Subscriptions are reasonable for the 1960's, but a better way of
getting erring members to keep up to date must be found. C.O.D. is,

to many of us, a positive impertinence - only this year it has lost us an
honoured member of long standing. Anyway, people are more likely to
pay promptly to an attractive Association - and this brings us to the
subject of Reunions.
Reunions depend vitally on a large attendance of young and old,
including the impecunious student and the equally hard-pressed parent
with young children. Really large numbers, as in the late 1940's, bring
down costs through the spreading of overheads. These overheads them
selves might be minimised by our finding an efficient catering officer
from our own ranks, to be assisted in the routine chores by all residents
on a properly managed rota, perhaps with the attendance of a repre
sentative or two from the School catering staff whose co-ordination
would be invaluable. Contrary to some views, young O.S. would
welcome such arrangements for the sake of a cheaper Reunion; in
addition, such a sharing of duties should bring young and old closer
together, to the benefit of the Reunion. The A.G.M., too, should
thereby be better attended, especially if it could be shifted to Saturday
- the presence of only about seven per cent. of our paid up members
this Whitsun was a disgrace.
There is a movement afoot to hold our gatherings exclusively at
Whitsun, which would bring us closer to the Scholars but involves great
sleeping and catering complications that could prevent our welcoming
many more residents, even were we to attract people to apply for
accommodation in droves through a regeneration of active membership.
However, our thanks must be expressed warmly to the Headmaster and
the School authorities who are already planning to fit in 'more O.S. for
Whit, 1965, with special reference to the accommodation of young
children and the comfort and privacy of the older members.
A final word or two of thanks. Firstly, to Gladys Burgess for her
excellent surveillance of the Births, Deaths and Marriages; our thanks,
too, to Monica Taylor, who has been obliged to relinquish the onerous
job of Membership Secretary due to illness - her short period has
been marked by great enthusiasm and one hopes that her successor will
go on with Monica's plans for local secretaries, which should help us
to retain members. The Editor is especially grateful to the keen help
of two professionals, Brian Wright and Herbert Lucas, without whom
this magazine would be far less presentable.
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PRESIDENT
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ASSOCIATION

BRIAN WRIGHT

Vice-President: BETTY THELTON
General Secretary

Lilian Ward, 39 Wickham
Wickham, Kent.

Reunion Secretary

John Canham, 67 Meadow Close, Raynes
Park, London, S.W.ZO. Liberty 5890.

Treasurer

John Taylor, 98 The Sunny Road, Enfidd,
Middlesex. Howard 4106.

Membership Secretary

Irene Coxon, 143
Birmingham, 30.

Magazine Editor

Michael van Blankenstein, 37 Old Fold View,
Barnet, Herts. Barnet 6451.

Local Secretaries

Barbara Abercrombie-Birmingham.
Christopher Grimes.
London.
Alan Kidney.
Frank Rollett-Sibford.

Chase,

Woodlands

Park

West

Road,

}

Resident Officers

Arthur Harrison, Wendy Stone.

Auditor

Martyn Edwards.

Representatives on School
Committee

Louis Wright, Vera Rollett.

Representatives on School
Staff

Sylvia Warren, Elizabeth Gray.

Committee

lan Wright, David Smith, Linda Hemming,

Reunion Sub-Committee

John
Canham,
Hemming.

Nicholas Bennett, Anthony Dring, Roger
Baily, Michael Rice, Frank Rollett, and all
Officers ex-officio.
Michael

Finch,

ADDRESS YOUR LETTERS TO:
Membership Secretary
Local Secretaries

} Changes of Address

Treasurer

Subscriptions

Editor

Articles for the Magazine

Gladys Burgess

Births, Marriages and Deaths

Alan Roberts

Advertising Manager
Send your photographs to:-

John Ward, 39 Wickham Chase, West Wickham, Kent.
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Linda

Those present at the August Reunion: Staying over the weekend
were:Alexander-Naomi, Ken; Baily-Roger, Ann and Baby; Bennett-Nicholas;
Binns-Peter;

Blow-Jennifer,

Walter;

Brown-Loraine,

Kay;

Bunce-Judith;

Carter-Miriam; Cam-Allan; Canham-John; Caudwell-Paul, Ruth; Coxon
Irene, Christine; Eden-Erica;
Eversley-Patricia;
Gegg-David;

Edwards-Martyn; Evans-Christopher, Gareth;

Fairnington-Margaret,

Goudge-Eddie;

Andrew,

Christopher;

Grimes-Eric, Gulie, Chris;

Gee-Anne ;

Hemming-Linda;

Hedger-Ian; Hill-David; Hockley-Elizabeth; HoyIe-Felicity, Sus an; Hughes
-Donald, Marion, Graham, James; Hunt-Adrian; Jackson-Esther;
Alan;

Law-George;

Masham-Roger;
MabeI;

Long-Geoffrey,

Joan;

Norman-Christopher;

Rice-Miehael;

Litteck-Achim,

Pearce-Andrew;

Roy-Martin;

Shor-Stephen;

Kidney

Ann,

Baby;

Pollard-Wilfred,

Simmons-Marjorie;

Smith-David, Andrew; Steed-Russell, Stafford; Taylor-John, Monica; Thelton
-John, Betty, Jim; van Blankenstein-Miehael, Wendy, Guy, JoIyon; Wallis�
Hugh;

Ward-John,

Lilian;

Watson-Anthony;

Weatherhead-Ian;

Wright

Louis, Doris, Brian, Ethel, lan.

Day visitors
illegibly):Astell-N.;
David,

included

the

following

(and

others

who

signed

Berrington-Glyn; Biggs-Gordon; Burgess-Gladys; Brookes

Thomas;

Carter-MichaeI;

Cox-David,

Stephen;

Coxon-Rosemary;

CrossIey-Ruth; Cruikshank-Margaret; Dolphin-Elizabeth and P.; Drinkwater
-Barbara, Dennis, Tony, Colin;
Gee-R.H.L.;

Gibson-Hugh,

Faulkner-Nesta; Flinn-Pat; Gaffee-Derek;

Juliet,

Portia,

Alexia;

Grant-Jennifer,

Robert;

Greenland-Shelagh, Rob; Gregory-Jennifer; Groom-Helen, Robert; Hargreave
-E. and P.; Harrison-Arthur, Pamela

and

Family;

Hill-Dave;

Hockley

Robert, May; Hooper-Brian and Family; Hussey-Stephen; James-Ivor; Jewitt
-Brenda; Lister-Mathew, Gillian, Paul; Lyall-Ann, Joe; Lynch-John, Loma;
Maw-Hugh,

Daphne

and

Family;

May�Pearl;

Mercer-Elizabeth;

Paris

Patricia; Parsons-I an; Pearmain-Reginald and Family; Pearse-M.K.; Phillips
-Robert; Rann-Joy, Bill, Peter, Chris, Pop, Celia, Sally, Johnathan; Ridgely
Nina,;

Robotham-Amy;

Moniea;
Jonathan,

Roe-Elsie;

Somerville-Judy;
Timothy;

Rollett-Frank,

Stone-Wendy;

"Wally";

Vera;

Trout-Graham,

Watson-Tony;

Simpson-Jack,
Sheila,

Rachel,

Williams-Denton,

Sheila,

Rosemary; Yardley-Alan.

Greetings were received from:Ethel M. Harrisson; Alec Norman; Wilfred and Dorothy Angerson; Mavis
Stiles and Family; Lucy and Elsie Harrod; Vera and Reg Barber; Leslie and
Margaret Baily; Margaret Smith; Rhoda and Frederiek Carlton Smith; Elin and
Jim Baily; Peter Baily.

MATERIAL RECEIVED AFTER 1st SEPTEMBER MAY NOT BE
INCLUDED IN THE 1965 MAGAZINE.
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SIBFORD OLD SCHOLARS' ASSOCIATION
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held
at Sibford on the 17th May, 1964.

Chairman: Brian Wright.
About sixty Old Scholars present.
1.

Old Scholars remembered in silence our friends, Amold Kaye
and Jack Lewis.

2.

The Minutes of the last Annual General Meeting, held at Sibford
on the 4th August, 1963, which Minutes were printed in the
magazine, were taken as read, approved and signed.
Matters arising therefrom:-

3.

Ca) As Jessie Johnstone felt unable to accept the position of Vice

Cb)

President for 1964, Betty Thelton was proposed; she agreed
to act and was unanimously appointed.

Memorial to

Arthur 1ohnstone.

The S ecretary reported fully to the Meeting on the discussions
with the School who would very much like to have a concert
grand piano so that they would be able to invite first-class
pianists to the School, and the Meeting agreed that the form
of memorial to Arthur Johnstone should take this form. The
Appeal was to run to the end of the week-end as the total
collected was not yet known.

C c) It was proposed by Vera Rollett and seconded by Geoffrey

Cd)

Long that there should be a 5/- subscription for the first
four years after leaving School, the first subscription to be
paid on the 1st January after leaving. There should also be
a 15/- joint membership for husbands and wives and these
amendments were to become operative from 1st January, 1965.
Monica Taylor then reported on her research into the plan
for area secretaries whom it had been proposed might be
appointed in an endeavour to get back into the Association
some Old Scholars who had dropped out; this plan was
accepted and it was left to Monica to approach suitable people
during the Week-end and to reproduce her map of the areas
in the magazine; the matter would be brought before the next
Annual General Meeting.

The report of the Colours Secretary was then read to the
Meeting by the Secretary. This showed a total income of
£35 8s. Od., a fall of £24 on the previous year. It_ was hoped
that a sample car badge, based on the blazer badge, would be
available during the current gathering, so that orders could
be taken.
Ce) One way in which the cost of the Week-end could be reduced
would be by Catering for ourselves; Roger Baily was looking
into this and would report to the next Committee Meeting
with a view to our being responsible for our own catering at
the next Reunion if this were possible and agreeable to the
School.

5

4.

Treasurer's Report.
John Taylor read the auditor's certificate and reported a deficit of
£56 on the past year but he hoped that there would be a small
surplus this year. The subscriptions written off for last year were
the lowest in the past ten years. The accounts having been ex
hibited during the Week-end in the archway, as announced at the
beginning of the Reunion, they were taken as read and were
approved.

5.

The Headmaster's Report.
Jonas Fielding referred Old Scholars to his report in the School
magazine. He told us that there were more boys at the School
than girls but that this was happening to all boarding schools. It
was the aim of Friends that no Friend's child should be barred
from attending a Friends School through lack of money and there
was more bursary assistance given to Sibford than to Ackworth,
the largest Friends School. The School Committee had agreed
that the Headmaster could award the Old Scholar non-Friend a
rebate of £30 per year and it was hoped this would particularly
encourage girls to the School. Now that a Sixth Form course was
being offered, Jonas Fielding would like to see more academic
children staying on and he went on to tell us of the wide life still
being enjoyed at Sibford and of the tradition of the School which
each generation of Scholars could make or mar. New ideas were
coming to us, yet old traditions were being maintained; there are
now different pressures on the staff of the School and the Head
master has to be a servant with authority given to him rather than
with one he makes himself. The new science block was to be
opened at the General Meeting and there was to be an appeal for
new buildings. The new science block had been built mainly by
an Old Scholar, Arthur Harrison, at £1 per foot less than the local
authority allowed for such building and there had thus been a
saving of £2,000. The same degree of social life for girls and
boys was to be aimed at and the proposed buildings were to put
the School on a level with the average modern school; the mini
mum necessary for this was reckoned to be £60,000. Two
thousand letters had been sent out to past Scholars, etc., to check
addresses and there had been a phenomenal number of replies.
The presence of Gladys Burgess at the School had been missed
but they had been happy to welcome Miss Ellis in her place.
Thanks were expressed to Jonas Fielding for his report. The Head
boy was presented with a tie by Old Scholars. The Head girl not
being present, her badge or tie was to be presented later.

6.

The Magazine Editor's Report.
Michael van Blankenstein reported that before the war the
magazine was larger and the membership greater. He wished to
aim at a sixty-four page magazine but this would depend on Old
Scholars' contributions.
He wished to increase the "profiles"
feature, letters to the Editor, news coverage of what Old Scholars
are doing, who they have met, etc., and Gladys Burgess had
promised to give assistance with keeping the births, marriages and
deaths up to date.

6

7.

Mabel Harrod Bursary Fund Report.

Martin Dodsworth reported that no grants were made last year
but the German boy who had been at Sibford had benefited
greatly from his time there. There was now £297 left in this
fund but it had been proposed to sponsor a sixth-former to go
abroad to spend time in a school in France or Germany and he
reminded Old Scholars of the original aims of the Fund. Arnold
Kaye's loss from the Committee would be sadly felt.

8.

Membership Secretary's Report.

Monica Taylor.

Thanks to the Editor for getting the magazine out in the year
1963, no c.o.d. magazines were sent out. Monica was, however,
writing letters before c.o.d's. were sent out in future. There were
at present 742 members. Five members of the School staff had
joined in the last twelve months.
Magazines had been sent to
other schools and copies of their magazines received.

9.

School Committee's Report.
Louis Wright had little to add to the Headmaster's report but
wished the Secretary to write to the School Committee to thank
them for the fund to help non-Friend Old Scholars to send their
children to Sibford and it was hoped that support would be given
to this gesture. Vera Rollett was thanked for her tremendous work
in compiling the up to date list of addresses of Old Scholars.

10.

The Local Secretaries' Reports.
Roger Baily read the report of Peter Baily from the Birmingham
group which has had several successful meetings; these meetings
did not receive the support warranted. Peter was leaving
Birmingham and, therefore, a new Secretary would have to be
appointed. Christopher Grimes reported on the London group's
gatherings, which had ranged from a Promenade Concert to a visit
to the Science Museum, with the annual Christmas party and a
general meeting, and a gathering at George and Celia Law's house
when a tape was made for Arnold Kaye who, unfortunately, could
not be there; another gathering was held of some nineteen Old
Scholars at the home of Eric and Gulie Grimes and the next re
union would be at the Jordan's cricket match on the 28th June.
On the 26th July a visit was proposed to the President's house and
on the 6th September a ramble in the Croydon area with Saffron
Walden Old Scholars. It was hoped to have a hockey match at
the School on the 3rd October and, finally, a visit to the Canham's
house in December. AIan Kidney asked all Old Scholars who were
in London only temporarily to let the London Secretary know
so that they could be included in their reunions. Frank Rollett,
the Sibford local Secretary, hoped that now there were some
seventy-three members in the area they would be able to arrange
reunions; apart from Old Scholars' frequent visits to Holmby
House there was nothing to report.

n.

The Appointment of three

new

Committee Members.

Those retiring were Vera Brown, Nicholas Bennett (who replaced
Jean Moore) and Peter Baily. Nicholas Bennett was re-elected and

7
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the other two members appointed were Anthony Dring and Irene
Coxon.

12.

The Secretary then reported that the outing for the Leavers would
be on the 4th July and any Old Scholars who would like to join in
this should get in touch with Vera Rollett or John and Monica
Taylor because numbers would have to be limited in view of the
large number of Scholars leaving.
The next reunion date had
been fixed by the School Committee for the August Bank Holiday,
1965.

13.

Any Other Business.
Gulie Grimes told the Meeting of the death of Hilda Parkin a
week ago. Thanks were expressed to Michael Canning and Ken
Bishop for the help they had given in making the barbecue such
a success.

14.

The President announced the appointment of Gladys Burgess as
an Honorary Life Member of the Association. The appointment
of Betty Thelton as our President for 1965 was ratified and Leslie
Cross was to be asked to be our Vice-President for the year; the
Secretary was to write and say that it was the sincere wish of our
Association that he would accept. The gift this year to the School
by the Association was to be two spot-lights and, in view of the
report of the games mistress that a springboard would be
dangerous, last year's gift was to be two dimmers for the stage.
There being no other business, the Meeting then closed.

MINUTE 259

OF THE SCHOOL COMMfITEE.

We authorise the grants of the Friends' Rebate to such parents
at the Headmaster's discretion or a grant based on a figure of
not more than half of the bursary that would be made to a
Friend child under similar circumstances granted by the Joint
Bursaries Committee. The latter bursary is to be made at the
discretion of the Bursary Committee. We ask our Old Scholar
Representatives to bring the availability of such bursary help to
the notice of the Sibford Old Scholars' Association. This is to
be operative from September, 1964. We ask the Chairman to
ask the Friends' Education Council to insert an advertisement
in suitable papers drawing attention to the availability of girl
places.
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c......."t
188
7

Lit. Membership

Liabilities:

Sundry Creditor.
Sub.criptions received in advance

195

Arthur 1ohnstone Memorial Appeal

138
10

602

148
59

417

NOTES:

144

(I) The Invesunento of the Life Member

ship Account are held to the order of
the Sibford Old Scholars Association
by L1oyd. Bank (Branches) Nominee.
Limited,

99

(2) The Suspense Account deducted from
the Life Membership Fund on this
Balance Sheet. represents the book 10 ••
on the .ale of the Association'. hold
ing of 3! % Union of South Africa
1965/67 Stock.

1,262
215

417
144
99

105
146
1,513
16
1,529

79
23
100

(3) At the date of this Balance Sheet the
market value of Life Membership
account investments was £1,337 Os. Od.
JOHN A. TAYLOR,
Hon. Tr,asu rer.
£1,856

Cash awaitinl! Investment .. ,

602

1,477

This Suspense Account will be
cleared in due course by the profit
from the redemption on maturity of
other investments of the Life Member
ship Account.

....
....

Accou",:

Inve.unent. at CoS!:
£650 3!% Conversion Loan 1961 or after
£500 3!% Kent County Redeemable Stock
1968
£ 1 50 41 % British Electricity Guaranteed
Stock '1974/79
£ 100 5i% Swansea Corporation Redeemable Stock 1976/78
Cable and Wireless (Holding) Limited 95
Ordinary Stock Units of 5/- each
General Investors and Trustees Limited 95
Ordinary Shares of 5/- each

132

Current Asseu:
Stock of Colours

Sundry Debtors
Subscriptions in arrear
Cash at Bank ...

334

59

£1,864

£1,856

Arthur 1ohnstone Memorial Appeal

47
11
52
12 1
23 1

£1864

AUDITOR'S REPORT
I have audited the Books and Accounts of the Association for the year ended 31st December, 1963, and have obtained all the information
and explanations I have required. In my opinion the above Balance S heet and annexed Income and Expenditure Account are properly drawn
up so as to exhibit a true and fair view of the state of the Association's affairs as at 31st December, 1963, and of the deficit for the year ended
on that date.
MAIrrYN L. EDWARJIS, HMI, Atuli,,,,,.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
INCOME AND axFBNDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 3 1 st DECEMBER, 1963.
1962.

1962.

£

£

Cost of Printing and Distributing Magazine
for 1963
L... : Adverti!in& Revenue Receivable

172
5

Postage and Stationery ...
Sundry Expenses
Leavers' Outing ...
Subscriptions written off as irrecoverable
Less: Amounts recovered in respect of
previous years

17
27

60

£

184
17

I

167
15
66
37

25
12

5

13

52

£298

£

181
S

52
20
32
S

Interest
Profit on Sale of Colour.
Bank

2

August Reunion Account:
Proceed. of Gatherinll
Less: Expenses

....

£281

Subscriptions Receivable
Donations
Interest on Inve.tment_
Gro••
Le ss : Income Tu:

32
6

0

£

£
185

259
242
17
56

Deficit for year ...

£281

£298
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£

£
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184

52

Capital Account:

Life Membership
1,466
95

£

As at 1st January, 1963
Less: Deficit for year

184
56

Pund:

Received

durina

1,477

L ••• :

lIuI_

Fixed AsselS:

""•.,w>(

<Me

Note

1)

1,613
84

At Colt

le.. depreciation:

AI

Land.

128

1,561
52

year

1,561
84

1962.
£
£

at Elm

Bunk.

As at 1st January, 1963

Add:

£

Steel

1 ,529

4S

Die

£
£
&
DepreciatioK
10 dal.

COSI
45
65

6S

7

7

£117

£71
45

6shel' @I'allstnen 12ld.
76J,e �,.een, 6sJ,e,.
*
For all types of furniture.
We are specialists in making individual
pieces to sizes normally unobtainable.

Library and

Office Furniture of all descriptions,
quotations and rough
drawings free

Phone: 63144
MANAGING DIRBCTOR:

FOR

ALL

LOUIS B. WRIGHT

DECORATING

MATERIALS

*

c. H. POLLARD & SON
LIMITED

1'4/1'6 Markhonse Road
LONDON, E.I1'
*
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
OF

MODERN FINISHES

FOR ALL
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1964 REUNION RETROSPECT:
"BLAZING SUN"

The blazing sun lit again the spark of excitement as we coasted
down the lane past the Elms, all agog for familiar faces and scenes as we
entered the Ferris. A crowd of children waited at the foot of Holly
House drive, but few of the eighty Old Scholars listed in the Archway
had yet arrived. John Canham and Eddie Gouge were already at work
on the Prom, moving chairs into the junior's common room (our dining
room); up at Holmby House, other stalwarts were brushing down the
old bunks for our use. Other" digs" were scattered around the School
and the village, searched out by Arthur Harrison.
We drove up the newly-metalled drive to the Hill and were stopped
on the way by Form IV who were collecting fees for parking on the field;
this excellent work was to collect many pounds over the weekend for the
Arthur Johnstone memorial appeal (the elegant new laboratory block
also heralds the approach to the Hill, built by Arthur Harrison and other
Sibford workers in only a year). Now hordes of children swarmed
around, released early from lessons, some of them preparing the Hall
for the evening; but with no apparent Old Scholars it was time to change
into shorts for a refreshing trip to the Gower before lunch; as one
returned through the lower orchard, the huge growth of nettles in the
old garden brought back vividly those bare-legged Whichford picnic
walks as a small boy.
The Reunion had really gathered now: delight at seeing old friends
and unexpected faces was universal, as shirt-sleeves and bright frocks
thronged on the Prom and filed into lunch at the clang of the bell.
Brian Wright greeted us, after which we stood in silence, remembering
Amold Kaye and Jack Lewis; after the meal we heard greetings from
absent members, then stacked the dishes and went to play in or watch
the cricket and tennis matches. Many day visitors were arriving during
the afternoon, notably the Rann-Hooper tribe, so much missed last
August.
In the cricket the Old Scholars' team batted first, our openers
starting firmly against a good School side.
Runs came quickly, but
wickets fell quickly, too; in the thirties a good score looked likely, but
with excellent catching our tall collapsed and we were out for 42. The
top scorer with 15 was Hugh Maw, and how glad we were to see him
again with his family; Daphne was helping with the tennis, too. Other
good innings were 6 by Eddie Gouge, brilliantly caught on the verge
of a big score, and 6 by Jim Thelton who alone held the tail up.
Soft drinks in the Harrod Pavilion were shortly followed by tea
for everyone on Holly House lawn, served by Marjorie Fielding and John
Canham, with a large number of recent leavers present. Rehearsal for the
joint School O.S. Choir was held on the spot, but we only produced two
volunteers from a promised eight; herewith apologies from one absentee
and I hope that there will be another opportunity for an O.S. Choir, as
our training over years of " Choral" should not be so easily dissipated.
Tennis was now resumed; our team already had a winning lead of
5-1 and Ann Hollingworth, Daphne Maw, Celia and Peter Rann, John
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Ward and Andrew Pearce went on to win 7-2, but the School took
their revenge on the adjoining cricket" table," with a steadily mounting
score in the face of accurate bowling and more good fielding. A break
through was always possible with Martyn Edwards picking off the later
batsmen, taking 4 for 1 1, but Wood swung at a ball from Carter to break
a tense succession of singles and deservedly won the match with a four
into the crowd; top scorers were Wood with 12 not out and the School
captain Marsh with 1 1.
Mter supper and a quick swim, the last until Monday, we watched
the entertainment for which rehearsals had been organised by compere
Michael Rice during the afternoon. Before the School's closed circuit
television camera and arc lights, John Ward told a north country anec
dote, Shelagh Greenland and Wendy van Blankenstein at the guitar
sang folk songs very sweetly, and the Wrights presented a Wild West
drama for which actors were culled from the audience and selected by
popular applause; villain, hero and heroine were respectively teacher
Geoffrey Easton, recent head boy Jim Thelton and Naomi Alexander C" a
nifty liddle Bow Peep" ).
The second and more polished part of the entertainment came from
the School; John Hollingworth introduced some early music sung by a
small choir and there were other pieces by teachers of the clarinet, horn,
'cello and piano. The grand finale was a horrific comedy written, pro
duced and delivered by Form IV. All kinds of mayhem and Sibfordian
caricature were enormously enjoyed by cast and audience.
The " mystery barbecue" was rumoured to be behind Holmby
House and sure enough a moonlit stroll over Braithwaite field and past
" Paradise" brought us to a great sheet of flame issuing from a bonfire
of November proportions, with hot soup and fried bread being put back
avidly. Geoffrey Long presided at Rockets beside a waning fire: there
were eighty-three present - but Arnold Kaye was sorely missed. Soon
we had cleared up the debris and many stopped for the usual late gossip
at Holmby House - here one was indeed surprised to learn that John
Taylor had spent only one term at Sibford!
Sunday dawned another lovely day; after cricket on the playground,
breakfast and a reading from the Old Testament by Geoff. Long; then
clattering trolleys loaded with dirty crocks and to Choral for a lively,
informal hymn practice, led by John Hollingworth and Jonas Fielding.
Arriving at the Gower meeting house after a colourful procession
over the fields, we crammed in for sunlit worship. Mterwards we spilled
out into the usual photogenic clusters, and so meandered back for dinner.
Replete with new potatoes, we were exhorted to sign down to swim in
the gala, and to play table tennis and drink tea. It was almost time for
the picnic, but there was always the opportunity to snooze for a while
in the quiet room or to stroll up for a chat with the Cannings. And so
into shorts and walking shoes and down past Oddie's, by the badger setts
and through the fields below the colony.
The heat began to tell as we climbed the ridge and turned right to
rest on a gorse-covered knoll above Combslade Farm; some school
leavers on bicycles joined us in the fields on the way to tea in Dick
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Neal's pretty orchard where we supped synthetic lemonade and genuine
cake, sandwiches and tea, watching numerous dogs and babies play in
the grass, and Frank and other children riding a pony. Leaving the fruit
blossom behind us we started back, some of us via Traitor's Ford where
one of the party showed us the old "Roman wishing-well" - there is
still a lot to learn around Sibford even after years of exploration! We
returned in time to smarten up for evening meeting, O.S., Staff and
School mingling in the Hall in a most friendly gathering to hear Jonas
Fielding speak on righteousness and our own good value as members of
a community; we shall long remember singing, "Now thank we all our
God" on such a glorious evening.
Mter a quick salad supper we were back for the President's address.
Brian Wright, backed by Betty Thelton and a dozen ex-Presidents,
amongst whom we were glad to see Gladys Burgess, encouraged us as
old Sibfordians in words that can be read elsewhere in this edition of
the magazine. Soon we were plunged into a brisk business meeting,
free of acrimony, marked by unanimous voting, with a stimulating off
the-cuff precis by the Headmaster of the School's progress and prospects.
The leavers went to bed at 10-30, leaving few of the younger genera
tion behind - a pity!
Finally: rockets at the Elm (about thirty); gossip at Vera's (no
doubt).
Monday morning saw Frank Rollett join the early sun and the birds
for golf practice on the playing field, only to meet our President, himself
enjoying a little peace. Offered his first swing at a golf ball, Brian struck
it well up the field; Frank, suitably impressed, suggested he try again
why not aim at the pavilion? The worthy fellow clouted the ball high
and far, straight through a classroom window!
We could not use the baths, so it was cricket again before breakfast.
The morning saw some people off to Chostleton House or to Compton
Wynyates, but still more of us strolled round the village on Shelagh
Greenland's "treasure hunt"; cryptic clues foiled most of us (where
on earth were Santa Claus and the fourth coronation plaque?). The
winners were Elizabeth Hockley and a present Scholar.
Mternoon diversions started with the School's fete and Martyn's
Mad Match (nominally hockey). John Gilchrist had organised the
Scholars in challenging sideshow competitions, Lilian Ward and the
Blows ran retail stalls and John Gilchrist himself conducted a dog show,
won by Roger Baily. lan Hedger collected pennies from scores of the
" mugs" watching the festivities. All proceeds (£40 plus) went to the
Arthur Johnstone Memorial Fund. By 4-30, hungry and penniless, we
drank tea on the girls' lawn, while the Swimming Gala (disorganised by
David Smith) was in full swim, with three teams indulging in wet
exploits, including pillow-fights on a wet pole at the deep end, candle
and balloon races won by no one in particular except the writer's brother,
who swam backwards, backwards (sic) to finish on his own, and Peter
Rann's expert brick diving; congratulations, too, to the pillow-fighting
girls!
We joined the School Staff for supper and congratulated both
Arthur Harrison for his hard work behind the scenes and the new caterer,
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Mr. Major, who had only just started working at the School. The Grand
Dance started promptly; Sixth Form, Staff and Old Scholars enjoyed the
programme given by our old friends in the band, and we finished with
chips, a tasty innovation, not to mention "Auld Lang Syne" and rockets
(with sixty-six of us). During this last gathering we thanked the inde
fatigable John Canham, and cups were presented to Eddie Gouge who
had beaten Shelagh Greenland in the table tennis, and to Joy Rann, in
lieu of her family, for their success in the tennis.
And so we strolled slowly to the Elm, where the younger generation
tried out some prototype rockets until joined by our elders, when we
sang Shelagh's now traditional " Three Blind Jellyfish" and at midnight
performed our final rockets, fifty-seven strong. Back at Holmby House,
relaxing over tea and biscuits, we accepted the ending of another " O.S."
reluctantly; then, for two of us who had to leave Sibford, a bright moon,
warm night air and the scent of flowers gave us a peaceful farewell; tired
and content, so far from the last Saturday but a little nearer to
Whitsun, 1965, we headed past the Elms for home.
In retrospect, the wonderful weather, an abundance of people of
all ages and non-stop activity are the main memories; it was an excellent
gathering for everyone - the grass-roots warmed by the Whitsun
weather should bring forth a bumper crop of Old Scholars at next year's
Reunion. Many more of your old friends will be at Sibford then; why
not join us again yourself and keep the Whit Sun of 1964 shining as
bright in practice as in the memory?
DAVID C. SMITH.

RE UNION,

1965

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE 1965 REUNION IS TO BE
HELD AT WHITSUN, AND NOT OVER THE AUGUST
BANK HOLIDAY AS PREVIOUSLY ARRANGED.
ASSOCIATION]COLOURS

All Wool Scarves
Terylene Ties
Blazer Badges
Metal Badges: Pin Type . . .
Stud Type

32/6 each
10/6 each
35 /- each
3 /6 each
3 /6 each

Car Badges. It is hoped that car badges representing S . O S . A. will
be on sale by the next Reunion. The cost has not yet been decided.
If you have any ideas for any adjustment or addition to the above
selection please let the Colours Secretary know.
ALL communications should be made to Michael Finch, Flat 3 / 10
Coppice Road, Moseley, Birmingham, 13.
.
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PRESIDENT' S ADDRE S S
For many years I have sat and listened to various Presidents'
Addresses and have thought to myself: "Well, that is something I shall
never have to worry about," but you see here I am in the "hot seat," as
it were, about to deliver a President's Address and I can assure you that
it is a great comfort to have the support of this "weight" of past
Presidents beside me.
I deeply appreciate the honour of being President of the S.O.S.A.
and wish to thank you all for giving me this privilege; it is something I
shall always remember.
Amongst the many pleasurable duties of a President is this one of
giving an address at the Reunion. Perhaps I should qualify this by
saying it is a pleasure to give the address when one has found a subject
on which to speak and has written it.
A former President once said to me how difficult it was to have to
choose a subject and how much easier it would be to be asked to address
you on some particular subject. Many ideas have passed through my
mind in the last few months and as this is both the Anniversary of the
first O.S. Reunion, and the Diamond Jubilee of Reunions, I finally
decided to try to speak tonight about the Sibford Old Scholars' Associa
tion and what it has meant to me and can mean to us all.
It will be obvious to you that this address was prepared some time
before this evening and that I am reading it. I am afraid that I am not
able to speak directly to you; even some professional orators read their
speeches.
I would like to break away from my script here for a few minutes to
say how much the events of the weekend up to now have fitted in with
what I want to say to you and you will understand what I mean as I go
.
��
The number of young O.S. who are here, the way everyone has
co-operated and even the ministry of the Meeting for Worship this
morning all seem to have followed in the pattern of my thoughts.
Sixty years ago the first Reunion was held at Sibford at the Whitsun
weekend at almost the same date, 21st May to 24th May and, I am happy
to say, was a great success. Seventy members attended for the weekend
and amongst us tonight is one at least of those who attended this first
Reunion. I am sure she will not mind my saying who it is
Miriam'
Carter, loved by us all.
It may be interesting to the older O.S. as well as to the younger ones
amongst us if I mention a few interesting landmarks in the history of
the Association.
It was at the Reunion of 1907 that " The Old Elm," as it was known,
was adopted as the O.S. emblem and, as you know, still plays a large
part in our Association, for though we have a ship on our blazer badges
the Elm still appears on the sail and, of course, the " Ancient" rite of
Rockets at the Elm officially ends each day's programme of the Reunion.
'
Mention of the ship on our blazer badges leads me to speak of the
O.S. motto, "Ye menne of Sheepford wendath whithersoever they
wilen." This was originally quoted as "And the menne of Sheepford
-
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went whithersoever they wilen !> referring to the men of Sibford and is
said to have been extracted from the Domesday Book, though this was
later questioned by Frank Lascelles, O. S. President, 1924-25. The O.S.
responsible for suggesting this motto as early as 1908 was the late
Charles Brady, remembered by many of us, as in earlier years he
invariably acted as Chairman at O.S. Business Meetings.
Incidentally, Charles Brady was the first O.S. to serve as our repre
sentative on the School Committee; this was, I believe, in 1912 and,
quoting from the minutes of that Committee, it was " with the object of
maintaining a close touch between the O. S. Association and the active
working of the School." As we know, those happy relationships between
the Association and the School Committee still exist and we hope will
always continue to do so.
It was at about this time that the Birmingham branch of the Associa
tion was being formed and I would like to enlarge on this subject of local
branches later in my Address.
Considering the appearance of the Elm at present it is rather
interesting to note that in the O. S. magazine of 1916 there is a paragraph
telling how " the Spring blizzards damaged the Elm very severely "; in
fact, little remained but the trunk.
There have, according to O.S. records, been several occasions when
it was thought that the Old Elm was finished but, as recent visitors to
Sibford
will know, it still flourishes and still has greenery in the summer.
.
It all began in November, 1893, when in a severe snowstorm the
main portion of the head was blown off. As the tree was then considered

unsafe it was cut off transversely at about twenty-five feet from the
ground. This then showed 257 rings of growth, so in 1893 the tree could
not have been less than 300 years old; which would make it now over
370 years.
There was another gale in the Autumn of 1945 which, according to
records, " practically bisected the tree and only left half the hollow trunk
and a gaunt branch."
In the 193 5 magazine there is a report of the purchase of the new
Elm on the opposite corner of the cross roads and, as you all know, the
land upon which this elm stands now belongs to the Association.
With the increase in traffic using the Banbury road it may be that
after thirty years our piece of land and the young Elm will come into its
own and be more the centre of our end-of-day Rocket celebrations.
Rockets ! I imagine there are many amongst us who have been
initiated into this amazing rite and have wondered how it originated.
It was in 1920 that a party of London O.S. were attending a week
end Conference at a large house near Guildford and on the Saturday
evening, after an open-air concert with community songs, the final item
was in the nature of an action event for all present in imitations of
pyrotechnics.
Shortly afterwards the London O.S. were rehearsing for the
Whitsun Reunion entertainment when it occurred to one or two that an
adoption of the rocket might go well if introduced at the Elm arter the
customary walk there, and so on Whit Monday night in 1920 the first
Sibford Rocket was " fired " by less than a dozen O. S.
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The custom gradually grew to include all O.S. until finally in the
late thirties the Committee gave it its official blessing by printing
" Rockets at the Elm" on the weekend programme. Many of you will
have been party to its " performance" in the most unlikely places,
including railway stations, Epping Forest and Friends' House, in fact,
nearly everywhere where Sibford O.S. have gathered.
The silent rocket is almost modern, and sprang from the then
Headmaster's admonition that no singing should be heard on our late
night return from the Elm.
It was first invented in the road outside the Junior Girls' common
room, then the Old Gym., following a quiet action musical performance
by a small group under the leadership, it is believed, of the late Kathleen
Rice.
It is now, of course, an integral part of Rocket rites.
The blazer badges designed by the late Howard Quinton, an Old
Scholar, and one time teacher at the School, appeared in 1932, and the
ship bearing the Elm on its Sail symbolises those who " wendath whither
soever they wilen," " Quo Volumus Vagamur" - Whither we wish we
wander.
It is rather a remarkable thing to note that though naturally the
personnel of the Association has changed over the last sixty years, the
character of our membership remains much the same.
As early as 1907 we find a little printed slip inserted in the magazine
appealing to O.S. to pay their arrears in subscriptions and, as you know,
w,e have spent a considerable time discussing this same problem in the
last few years.
You may be wondering to what all this is leading and so I ask these
questions: Why do we have an Association at all? What is its purpose?
When the Association was formed in 1904 there were four rules only. I
won't quote them but will say that they dealt with the proposed name
of the Association, who would be eligible as members, the amount of
SUbscription, and that boy and girl leavers would be free members until
the following Whitsuntide.
Printed each year in our magazine are the rules of the Association.
Maybe it is possible that very few of us have ever read them, but I would
like to quote from these, one section, namely: The Objects : The continuance of the interest of former scholars in Sibford
School and its work.
2. The furthering of schoolday friendships.
3 . The provision o f assistance to the School wherever possible.
4. The encouragement of a spirit of loyalty amongst present
scholars.
Although obviously the rest of the rules are necessary and important,
these four items to my mind are the essence of the Association and
though they were not incorporated in the original rules I am sure that
our founders were of the same frame of mind when the Association was
formed.
1.
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Let me take them in order.
" The continuance of interest in former scholars in Sibford School
and its work."
Unless we achieve this the Association will die and it is a rather
sobering thought that though we have had over 2,000 children through
the School our membership has remained almost static.
In 1904 there were 184 members; in 1930, 520; in 1937, 720; in
1945, at the end of the war, 600; in 1955, 782 and, finally, in 1964, 742.
So in nearly thirty years since 1937 we have not increased our
membership; in fact, it has actually declined.
Why is this and how can we improve on it?
When preparing this Address and reading and studying old
magazines I was amazed to note the number of O.S. who had been so
prominent and had given so much to the Association in earlier years,
who are still members yet very seldom attend Reunions.
I would like to develop here a point I mentioned earlier and one
which I think is of great importance concerning the newly left O.S.
As early as 1912 there was a local branch of the O.S. at Birmingham
and this was very successful.
I became an O.S. in 1924. I began my working life in January, 1925,
as an apprentice, my wages being 13/6d. per week. I was living in
lodgings away from home and the cost was £ 1 per week as I went home
each weekend. My contribution to my board was 12/-, my parents paid
the rest and I had the princely sum of 1 /6d. per week pocket money.
It will be obvious to you that to come to a Sibford Reunion was'
virtually impossible, however cheap it was. Even today with wages so
much higher there are many young leavers who continue with their
education who would find it difficult to afford a Sibford Reunion.
Fortunately, at the time I left Sibford there was, as there is now, a very
active London Branch, and the journey to London was within my means,
so I was able to keep up my interest in the Association, to meet old, and
make new, friends.
I am most grateful to those O.S. who have given their time and
efforts as Secretaries of the London Branch. I am not sure whether it
has always been in existence since 1924 but certainly it cannot have
missed many years.
In addition to my attending the Branch Reunions there was, of
course, the magazine. How eagerly I awaited its arrival, and how much
I enjoyed all the news of my School friends, studying the photographs
of the more fortunate of my contemporaries who were able to be present
and reading the account of the weekend enlivened by sketches and
cartoons.
The horrifying thought which crosses my mind here is that I always
left the President's Address until last as I considered it the least
interesting and I must confess, though I was educated at Sibford, they
were sometimes rather above my head.
The service that various editors have given to the Association since
its foundation in producing an Annual Report, as it was originally known,
and now a magazine as I prefer to call it, is immeasurable.
To those with young families, those living abroad, and others who,
for whatever reason, are unable to attend Reunions of any kind, the
1.
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magazine is of the utmost importance. It may be the only link they have
with the Association and its continued publication with the highest
possible quality of articles, news and photographs is, in my opinion,
absolutely essential.
It was in 1942, eighteen years, in fact, before I finally managed to
get back to a Sibford Reunion and what a pleasure that was.
As far as my continuing to take an interest in, and remain a member
of the Association, you will realise from my experiences, how important
was the existence of the London Branch.
In addition to London, there have been quite active branches in
Bristol, Birmingham and Sibford in fairly recent years.
I have spoken at length about these local branches because I am
convinced that they can do much towards furthering the interest of the
young O.S. in the Association as a whole.
They are a means of getting to know a wider circle of O. S. and one
doesn't feel quite so lost when one eventually comes to a full Reunion
to find perhaps only a couple of one's contemporaries present.
The
older O.S. has a duty here, too, and should endeavour to make the new
member feel welcome and not just left on the fringe of a group as a
stranger.

2.

Next, " the furthering of schoolday friendships."

I have touched on thi� point which is another one of utmost
importance. Friendship, what a wonderful and rewarding thing this can
be. It is something which is invaluable, something which cannot be
bought and how lonely we would be without it. Looking around the
hall tonight I feel how fortunate I am to be able to say I have so many
friends.
For this I have to thank Sibford and, in particular, the O.S. Associa
tion, for amongst you tonight I can only see two or three of my con
temporaries. Though my quote is " to further schoolday friendships "
it is obvious that as one attends Reunions and gatherings of O.S. one
makes more and more friends. Anyone who has moved around, living
in different parts of the country, or even in the world, will know what
having a friend in the town means. Even on holiday one can meet and
talk to Sibford O.S. as we did in Bournemouth last year.
3.

" The provision of assistance to the School wherever possible."

This has been a feature of the existence of the Association since its
formation, and one could say at the expense of a few smiles that we have
" concrete evidence" of it here in these buildings and on the games
field.
I do not intend to enlarge on this as I feel it is not my place to
comment on whether the Association has done as much as it could;
that, I think, should be left to impartial observers.
But this assistance works in reverse as well, of course.
The Association has had invaluable help from the School and School
Committee. Over the past sixty years there have been, during the two
wars, only a few times when official Reunions were not held, but in the
other years, though there have been difficulties, we have always been
made welcome. When one stops to think what this must mean to such
an establishment as a boarding school, it is even more remarkable.
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Being invaded by a hundred or so O.S. must upset the equilibrium
of the School, Staff and pupils alike. Yet, without this co-operation and
tolerance, without the encouragement to hold our Reunions at Sibford
during term time, to be able to j oin in with the School and the children,
our Association could not exist.
It is so essential, for this coming together of present scholars and
Old Scholars creates interest and understanding between vastly different
thinking people.
So to the last of the four objects of the Association, " The encourage
ment of a spirit of loyalty amongst present scholars." I really think that
this wording should not be confined to present scholars but should
embrace members of the Association also.
I said earlier that I was sure that our founders had had the same
ideas in mind as are ours today.
As early as 1912 one of our Presidents took for the subject of her
address " Esprit de Corps " and this has been mentioned in at least two
other Presidential Addresses. Surely this last object is an interpretation
of that quotation. The dictionary translation reads " regard to that body
to which one belongs " or loosely " public spiritedness."
In this instance we care for the honour and good name of the
School and of the Association. We wish them to be well thought of,
to have good tone and would not willingly let them down.
Finally, having talked of the objects of the Association, how can we
help to uphold them? How can we enj oy our membership to the full?
How best can we get to know and be known by our fellow O.S.
and to form those lasting friendships of which I have spoken?
I think the answer to these questions is by giving, by putting some
thing into the Association and not by sitting back and expecting to
receive all the time. A beautiful garden is not created by the gardener
admiring it from the window of his house. He labours on it, cultivates it
and plants seeds; later the results of his work can be enjoyed, not only
by himself, but by everybody; so with our Association.
These Reunions are organised by our Committee, hard working,
devoted O.S., who are responsible for the programmes, but there is
always room for individuals to help, let us come forward to offer our
assistance, not wait to be asked.
Sometimes, it seems, the organisation could be improved; if you
have constructive suggestions, share them with the Committee; they
will be welcomed.
The editor writes in the magazine of the need to think hard about
the state of the Association and what we can do to improve it and our
membership.
Other O.S. Associations are in similar positions - let us then work
together to make ours even better than it is. If we are living in a large
town knowing there are O.S. in the area, let us consider how we can
bring them together, possibly by forming a local branch.
If we know of O.S. who do not belong to the Association, let us
talk to them, invite them to meet other O.S. in our homes, try to re
kindle their interest in their old friends and School so that we may
fulfil more than ever these four objects.
Let us then strive to make our Association worthy of our Founders,
worthy of ourselves and, above all, worthy of our School.
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SIXTY YEARS ON
THE FIRST REpORT .
It is sixty years since the appearance of the first annual Report of the
Sibford Old Scholars' Association, today known as the " magazine."
It is with pleasure and affection that we print below some reminis
cences of one of the few original members still with us, Miriam Carter.
As Miriam Pitt, she attended the first Reunion at the School in June,
1903, singing a number entitled appropriately enough " River of Years "
in the Whit Monday evening concert of that historic year.
The first edition of the " mag," with its perpendicular striped blue
and white cover, looks surprisingly like the brochure for a slightly out
of the way seaside resort of the present age; in fact, a body bearing the
ominous title of " The Orphan's Printing Press " did a splendid j ob,
with a quality of printing and paper quite unmatched by our recent
editions, making one's enj oyment of the contents that much deeper;
considering the advances in mass-printing of photos, not to mention the
cameras levelled at one by the average Old Sibfordians, the pictures, too,
seem outstanding - there is an especially fine shot of the then Head,
Robert Oddie and his wife, and an evocative picture of the manor house
looking towards the Hook Norton road, complete with pinafored maidens
and bearded minions, one of whom carries the traditional yoke and milk
buckets that the Editor well remembers at least into the 1940's.
A strong impression in this first edition is that of the style of the
contributors : too often today one reads slangy, woolly English, abound
ing in split infinitives, malapropisms, sentences without verbs and so on
-in some circles this is chic, but to most of us I think it simply signifies
a falling-off of standards. In the earliest numbers of the magazine, good
plain grammatical English was the rule.
Firstly, then, we have the
Rules of the Association; one notes that husbands and wives of Old
Scholars were not specifically eligible to join the actual Association,
which restriction obtains today in most other Friends' schools bodies
of this type; also, Rule No. 3 reads : " That the mitiimum Annual
Subscription be 1 /-, but it is hoped that those over 21 years of age will
subscribe 2/6d. or more." Taking account of the monetary inflation of
the past half century, we should now be asking a minimum of 5 /- and a
voluntary levy totalling 12/6d. or more - I should imagine that we
should go bankrupt on such a basis, but, of course, labour costs (master
printers, etc.) have risen far more than the five-fold general rise in
material costs since those cosy days.
. Turning again to the 1904 report, the unsigned editorial comment
is that the " natural disadvantages of position " of Sibford had been no
deterrent to the fifty or more Old Scholars and others who had attended
the first Reunion - yet even with these considerable numbers, members
were urged to root out the addresses of absent Old Sibfordians and aim
at a comprehensive membership. Even at this early point in our history,
Arthur Oddie was to start that photograph album which still continues
in the 1960's, though not one feels with the richness of, say, the 1930's
(such is the adverse impact of cheap colour photography). Next, the
Editors discuss the alternative of an Easter gathering, an ogre that still
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pops up from time to time ! Easter was, anyway, frowned upon, as
Sibford was then thinking of following other Friends and independent
schools in abandoning the traditional " halves " - and taking on a three
term year instead - Easter would thus be in the middle of a holiday
and the pupils would have missed all the fun.
The next two pages of my copy of this first Report are missing, but
we find ourselves in the throes of a very grandiose concert on page 7
(obviously the middle of a weekend retrospect), with the pupils - and
there were fewer than sixty in those days - rendering solos, duets and
dialogues galore, ending with " Forty Years On " (full text reproduced)
- without being disrespectable, I am sure that some of this song would
have been avidly seized upon today by a talent scout from " T.W.3." e.g.,
" Forty years on, growing older and older,
Shorter in wind as - in memory long,
Feeble of foot, and rheumatic of shoulder,
What will it help you that once you were strong? "
A t this point the narrative gets t o Sunday, the most similar part
of a gathering of the 1900's to our modern Reunions. Whit Monday, too,
brings a cricket match with a normal sort of score (O.S. 59, School 32,
with one E. M. Oddie getting twenty-one of them). The A.G.M. was
held after the match; perhaps cricket was meant to exercise its mystic
powers over possibly contentious debaters ! The day ended with the
Headmaster's reception and a concert by Old Scholars, a galaxy similar
in style to the Scholars' effort, including such titles as a recitation
" The Bootblacks," a song " S.O.S.A. " rendered by E. P. Kaye and, of
course, Miss Pitt's contribution. Then, presumably in the absence of
the scholars, Old Scholars were carried onwards by the momentum of
the evening to perform more songs and recitations and " . . . dumb
charades and, finally (tell it not in Gath) musical chairs." Only at about
half past midnight did they disperse. The next day, while awaiting the
brake to take them to Banbury, some even organised a hockey match,
really squeezing the last drop out of the weekend.
Next comes the report of the A.G.M. (then called the annual
" business " meeting) ; 1 86 members were already enrolled, including
thirty recent leavers - this, in such a tiny school, now sounds a little
exaggerated (perhaps Sibfordians did not spend more than two or three
years at the school). The financial position was enviable, £ 1 0 remaining
in hand of the £20 or so collected in the first year, but these were early
days, with few commitments apart from the magazine and postage. The
main discussion was over the possibility of the powers at Friends' head
quarters making Sibford an elementary school, a threat that was greeted
most unfavourably; Old Scholars felt that Sibford should remain a
secondary establishment and that Friends should create an entirely new
school if elementary education were required; a strongly worded motion
was passed to this effect. There was, finally, the discussion already
alluded to on a possibly Easter gathering.
The text of the first Presidential Address follows, a short, clear
survey of Sibford's position in the world of Friends' education, given by
Joseph Spence Hodgson who was not, apparently, an Old Sibfordian.
Then comes " The Year's Chronicle," not so far removed from a head
master's report of school life in the 1960's, apart from the recent growth
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of the pressure of public examinations; there are games reports, notes
, about visiting speakers and lecturers - three of H.M. Inspectors of
Schools had paid a visit by invitation of the committee, as Sibford was
already in 1903 a " recognised " secondary school in a new era of the
first County Council secondary schools (viz., 1902 Education Act).
Births, deaths and marriages reported in this edition were few,
with one lengthy obit\lary . . . indeed, this seems to have been a periodic
weakness of our magazine, which can always be rectified by O.S. keeping
us up to date with details.* Reminiscences by one Margaret Clark,
written to Old Scholars and read at the first gathering were reprinted
in the report; she entered the school in 1 8 5 1 and related her experiences
in a Sibford of almost Hardyesque antiquity, with scholars riding in
farmers' wagons, the boys churning the school's butter and a very devout
religious atmosphere - also, there was but one annual school holiday
period I
Lists of Officers, School staff (only nine all told), members and
their addresses and present Scholars conclude this finely-produced record
of 1903-04.
*See Gladys Burgess's excellent records in this edition.

MIRIAM CARTER reminisces :
In the early days of the Association, on the last evening of our
Reunion, we always sang the Harrow School song, " Forty Years On."
Who will write a song for us, entitled " Sixty Years On? " I doubt if any
of us who attended the first Reunion in 1904 visualised being at such a
gathering in 1964 ! How many readers of this Report will be attending
the one in 2024?
The first Reunion in 1904 was a most exciting experience. Many
of us had only recently left school, and it was a great j oy to meet again
and exchange news. Some members cycled long distances to be there,
some even walked, but most travelled by train, and an open charabanc
brought them out from Banbury (where carriers' carts stood where
Midland Red buses now occupy the space ! ). A member's SUbscription
in those days was 1 /- per year, though the hope was expressed that
" those over 21 years of age would pay 2/6d." History repeats itself, we
are told, and certainly the financial statement in the first Report had a
note appended which said, " Now the Report is printed and has been sent
out to all members, the balance in hand has been swallowed up." The
Report is a very expensive item, but how excitingly interesting and
valuable !
Reunions in the early days set the pattern to some extent for those
which followed, in that Present Scholars entertained the company on
the Saturday evening and Old Scholars on the Monday. The year 1908
saw the introduction of a dramatic contribution by the Scholars (formerly
not considered " Quakerly ") and 1910 saw an original dramatic sketch
by the Old Scholars. Since those days there have been many first-class
performances which will long live in our memory. They were the result
of much hard work on the part of all concerned, but they also meant
much joy and friendliness to them, too. We seem to have missed such
co-operative efforts lately, and I don't think " the difficulty of -getting
. folk together " is the real reason. I think it is a sign of the times : we
I
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have got so used to merely switching on to radio and television for our
entertainment that we have forgotten the enjoyment there is in making
our own. Where, for instance, are our talented writers of topical songs,
with choruses that find an echo all through the week-end? We can recall
the " families " as well as individuals who have gone to immense trouble
and given much time so that a tightly packed Old Gym. and later a still
more tightly packed Assembly Hall might enjoy memorable evenings,
and we are most grateful to them.
Space will not allow mention of many outstanding Reunions, with
their Presidential addresses, treasure hunts, fancy dress parades of all
kinds, etc., many of which were of outstanding quality. It is a most
rewarding effort to re-read old Reports which bring these to mind. In
1925 a writer in one of these sums up the ideals of the Association as he
(or she ! for there is no signature attached) sees them, as " Mutual help,
good fellowship in its best sense, an affectionate loyalty to the old School
and a continuous interest in its well being." He ends with the words :
" Come to the gatherings whenever you can, and with a fixed determina
tion to help it in every way possible. In this way the enjoyment and
advantage of everyone will be materially increased." This is still true
today. Year by year generations of officers of the Association give much
time and thought, as well as real hard work, to make our Reunions a
success, and they have earned our profound appreciation and thanks;
but they will always need the co-operation and help of everyone of us,
even the youngest member.

Presents for

•

.
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A NNIVEIISABIES
,,'EDDINGS
BIR THDA YS
and llNBIH THDA YS
If you would like to give the following books
or record to your friends, enquire at your
local dealer, or write direct to L eslie Baily,
22 Links Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset.
LP record, " SCRAPBOOK

FOR

1940"

(Fontana Records)

The standard volume, " THE GILBERT AND S ULLIVAN
BOOK"
The

book,

Unwin),

(Cassell)

"CRAFTSMAN

AND

QUAKER"

(AlIen

with its references to Sibford and Ackworth.
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Robert Rose and Wife at the picnic

Miriam Carter

Ann and John Hollingworth,
and " Bramble," with
Gordon Biggs

" A drop of the hard stuff ? "

PROFILES
MICHAEL FINCH.
Michael writes :
I am an Education Welfare Officer with the City of Birmingham
Authority. My area covers approximately six square miles of one of
Birmingham's worst slum areas-Nechells. The problems of this area
are many, but basically the three worst are housing, over-population and
lack of satisfactory elementary education. My job is to try to stimulate
the parents' interest in their child as soon as possible and to advise them
as to which school their child should attend. We also try to help the
poor families with clothing vouchers, travel tokens and free meals. These
facilities in this type of area are sometimes abused, although most people
are very grateful for them. My work also covers the bye-laws of the
. City which insist that all children between the ages of five and fifteen
attend school, thus giving each child a fair chance.
The department averages about fifty visits a day to homes in this
type of area. Some of these homes are beyond description and, at times,
the stench is almost unbearable. At this type of home it is more than
likely that I should have to visit on behalf of the school nurse to deliver
a Vermin Notice which, if the position was not made clear to the parents,
could lead to prosecution. This again safeguards the child's wellbeing.
However, the department try to build up a friendly relationship between
the authority and the home.
My day doesn't end at 5-30. I am really regarding this as practical
experience to become a full-time Youth Leader. Towards this end I
have already qualified as a Part-time Youth Leader and I am at present
running a Club at the Sparkbrook area of Birmingham. This is another
over-populated area filled mainly with Irish and Pakistani immigrants
who don't always see eye to eye, so there is always plenty going on in
this area.
My club is connected to the Sparkbrook Association which has
developed a fine reputation in the City and other parts of the country
for the wonderful voluntary work it does with the less fortunate people
in this area. The club is mixed and ages range from 1 5-20 years. We
try to promote a sense of responsibility and self-control in these young
people. One of the best ways which this can be brought out in this type
of rough, tough person, is to gradually involve them with as many people
from different walks of life as we can and to encourage them to get out
and about away from Sparkbrook, and to visit and appreciate such places
as Sibford, where they are likely to be shown a better example and to be
encouraged to think for themselves. They have made tremendous strides
in the past twelve months and activities range from canoe building to
cooking. The older lads are at present converting a couple of old sheds
into a very handsome workshop. This is one proof of their efforts to
share responsibility, to spare a thought for others and to raise their own
standards at home.
The Association's motto is ever present in my mind - " Towards
a Fuller and Happier Life." The seed has been sown by an Associa
tion such as this, and its work is already blooming into other similar
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areas in this enormous city. We can only hope that this small fragment
of work which we try to do will help towards the goal at which the motto
aims.
(Michael is hoping, subject to the school authorities being in agree
ment, to pring a few of his boys to one of our Reunions for a day,
perhaps to challenge our best players at table tennis, a game at which
they excel. Even brief contact with the warm atmosphere of one of our
gatherings would, one feels sure, do a great deal for these deprived lads
- we, who have had so much security and guidance, should welcome the
opportunity of showing hospitality to Michael's friends. Bd.).
CHRIS BARBER - Jazz Musician.
Few Old Scholars, even his contemporaries, will perhaps connect
the celebrated band leader, Chris Barber, with the Donald Christopher
Barber who was at Sibford for a short while in the early 1940's. Indeed,
it is interesting to reflect that of all old Sibfordian's Chris is probably
the most famous, having been at the forefront in the revival and
popularization of traditional jazz in the 1950's; much " trad " has, of
course, become vulgarised and distorted by commercialism, but Chris
Barber and his equally-talented wife, Ottilie Patterson, continue to make
honest music of high quality for a devoted public that is virtually world
wide.
When Chris left Sibford in his early teens, he went on to St. Paul's
where he was a promising mathematician; he then studied as an actuary,
but as an assiduous collector of rare New Orleans records he had
developed a desire to make this kind of music himself. In 1948 he took
up the trombone and string bass at the Guildhall School of Music how few of us realise that instrumentalists outside the field of " classical "
music are true masters of their craft. By 195 1 Chris had formed his
second band and had made his first recording; by 1953 he was playing
with such figures as Ken Colyer and Lonnie (then Tony) Donegan, the
latter veering towards virtual " pop " music a few years later. By 1954,
Colyer had left the band and Chris was in sole command. Soon, Ottilie
, Patterson was singing with them and the last ten years has seen inter
national tours and many successful records. Chris has also been able
to enj oy the exciting pastime of sports car racing !
The late Arthur Johnstone, who did so much to foster a love of
classical music among Sibfordians, abhorred what he termed " Jazz
music."
Here he made two mistakes common to most people until
recently, lumping all other music into one unwieldy mass and also
assuming the jazz musician in particular to be less fastidious than those
who play Mozart or Brahms. Chris Barber helped to forge a revolution
by going back to the sparer sound of the negro bands of the 1920's,
ditching the piano and those banks of mooing saxophones for example,
and recreating the pure jazz of that vital age; Mrs. Barber, too,
resurrected the intensity and richness of style of such singers as Bessie
Smith. Eschewing gimmicks, the Barber ensemble has stayed its chosen
course, un1i1.�e Bilk, Lyttleton and others, and has avoided the gruesome
temptations to which many other " pop " groups have surrendered.
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TREVOR LLOYO (at Sibford in the 1920's).
Trevor Lloyd is Professor of Human Geography and Chairman of
the Department of Geography, McGill University, Montreal.
Born in London, England, in 1906, he earned his B.Sc. in geology
(,29), Education Certificate ('3 1) and D.Sc. in geography ('49) at Bristol
University. As President of the National Union of Students of Great
Britain he travelled extensively in Europe and North America. From
193 8 to 1940 he attended Clark University on a fellowship, taking his
Ph.D. in geography. In 1944 he was awarded an honorary M.A. by
Dartmouth College. Before and after attending Clark, he served the
Winnipeg School Board as a specialist in geography, leaving this post in
1941 to become assistant professor of geography at Carleton College,
Minn. In 1942 he j oined the faculty of Dartmouth College, where he
was full professor from 1944 to 1959, the year he went to McGill. Since
1963 he has been Director of the McGill University Geography S ummer
School at Stanstead, Quebec.
Dr. Lloyd has served as Acting-Consul for the Canadian Govern
ment in Greenland ('44-'45), Chief of the Geographical Bureau, Depart
ment of Mines and Rescources, Ottawa (,47 to '48), and Project Officer,
Royal Commission on Government Organisation, Canada ('61 to '62),
and is a consultant to industry and government on northern development.
. He has received research grants from the Rockefeller Foundation,
the Carnegie Corporation, and the Canada Council. He is a Governor
of the Institute of Current World Affairs and a member of the Canadian
Institute of International Affairs, the Association of American Geo
graphers and the Canadian Association of Geographers (which he has
served as president). He is also a fellow of the American Geographical
Society and the Royal Geographical Society, and a fellow and governor
of the Arctic Institute of North America, of which he was one of the
founders and editor of its j ournal " Arctic " from 1947-1948.
Dr. Lloyd has travelled widely in northern lands, particularly in
Canada, Scandinavia and Greenland, and has twice visited the Soviet
Union. His special interests are the geography of northern lands, and
geography in education.
He has written extensively on the resource development of sub
arctic lands, on the political geography of the far north, on training in
geography at all levels and on geographical aspects of international
relations.
PROFESSOR ARNOLD LLOYD, M.A., Ph.D. (at Sibford during the first
World War).
EDITOR : I believe that you were sent to Sibford as a boy for a special
reason?
ARNOLD LLOYO : Yes, I was sent to Sibford primarily because the School
had recently been reorganised on the basis of a report by a friend of my
father's, Sir Michael Sadler, and it was thought that a combination of
intelligent teaching in modem subjects, in art and in the crafts, with
somewhat spartan living in the country, would provide a good prepara
tion for the revolutionary changes which were thought to be imminent
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in English society; there was to be an end to the affluent society of
1914, fair shares for all and, therefore, less for the Lloyds I

ED. : But the revolution never came.
A.L.: No. In retrospect the educational principles that underlay the
decision to send me to Sibford proved to be much sounder than the
socio-economic prognostication, for England is a good deal more affluent
than in 19 14.
Eo. : What did you do after leaving Sibford?
A.L. : I went on to Sidcot and thereafter to study at various universities,
but the dominant interest all the time was in preparing myself to be a
teacher of teachers. In order to qualify myself adequately, I decided to
gain experience at the levels of primary, secondary and higher educa
tion, as well as research and higher degree work. I was interested
especially in the development of teaching techniques that would provide
what Professor Claparede of Geneva used to call " education sur
mesure," tailor-made education, education that matched exactly the
individual requirements of each boy and girl. This called for a great
deal of research, because not very much was then known about the
range of individual differences and even intelligence-testing was in its
infancy. Binet, the pioneer, was dead, but his work was being con
tinued by his friend Clap are de in Geneva, so to Switzerland I went to
learn about the new " mental " testing.
Eo. : Did you do much teaching at this time?
A.L. : Oh, yes, but my attempts to find a school where I could continue
my psychological investigations while teaching were frustrated mainly
because such enquiries were thought to be " mental vivisection," so I
helped to found an independent school for the children of more
enlightened parents. The lively and successful teaching methods based
on the new psychological insights into learning were next tried out in
a grammar school, where the headmaster reluctantly agreed that there
must be something to them because they produced better examination
results !
Eo. : When did you become a university teacher?
A.L. : After five year periods in primary, secondary and adult educa
tion, and in research, I felt I should tackle teacher training and for the
last twenty years that has kept me busy, both in South Mrica and in
England. My interest in international research in education has
prompted me to found an international year book called " Paedagogica
Europrea " with articles in English, French and German, and I spend
a good deal of time every term attending meetings in other European
countries. I've just come back from Rome, next week I go to Vienna
and the week after to Strasbourg ! So much for having been at Sibford,
itself an experiment in education and a place with wide-ranging
international contacts.
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ARNOLD DARLINGTON, Science Master, 1937-40 and 1946-48.

Two separate groups of us, the immediate pre-war Scholars and
those of the post-war era, will recall Arnold Darlington's career at
Sibford with particular appreciation for his splendid field work and for
his emphasis on discovery through doing rather than the fact-grubbing
that sometimes passes for school science in the exam. age. Even those of
us at Sibford during the war felt his influence pervading through the
great enthusiasm of the bird watchers and ringers - our spasmodic
attempts at school j ournalism, crudely run off in a smudgy black on the
art room printing machine, rarely failed to include nature notes of some
kind.
For the past fourteen years, Arnold Darlington has been teaching at
Bishop's Stortford College in Hertfordshire, but we shall see that this
is only the base from which he has moved out into important educa
tional research. He writes :
" Bishop's Stortford College is a boys' public school (H.M.
Conference) of about 450 lads. We have a large and flourishing Science
side, taking Physics, Chemistry and Biology to " A/ S " Level; two
Masters for Physics, two for Chemistry and two for Biology.
Since
1950 I have been Senior Biologist and since 1957 Senior Scientist. We
have six very modern and well equipped laboratories. In Biology we
do a good deal of spare-time Natural History work and have a flourishing
society. As at Sibford in my day, field-work is an important feature of
the routine Biology work.
" I am not actually at the College this year. You may know that
there is a big movement afoot to bring science teaching in this country
more into line with modern requirements than can be achieved by the
old-fashioned, conventional approach.
Accordingly, the Nuffield
Foundation, with the backing of the Department of Education and
Science, has launched a full revision of the teaching approach in the three
main sciences. I am one of the team of six working on the Biology
Project. The Inspectorate chose me to deal with the field-work ; and my
job is to design a course in field-work as part of the normal routine
teaching of every child from eleven to sixteen. Hitherto, this has not
been attempted; but in future it should be a feature of the training of
each boy and girl taking Biology to public examination standard. Of
course, a major problem has been that of catering for schools in every
conceivable set of conditions. Someone in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, for
instance, cannot enj oy the amenities of Sibford. However, we think that
we have managed a compromise, while still providing opportunities for
the lucky schools - Sibford and so forth.
Gone are the days of the
formalised descriptive text-book and gone are the days when we all sat
down and merely described anatomical features. In modern Biology the
emphasis is on experimental work.
" This is proving to be one of the happiest years of my life. We
are a completely united team, and it is a great privilege to work with
men and women who are the very cream of the teaching profession. My
work takes me round some of the leading public schools and grammar
schools in the country - and the goodwill extended to all of us is so
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great as to be almost embarrassing. The same applies to all the univer
sity departments that have been visited . . . I think there is a general
realisation among people concerned with science education that a fresh
approach in this country is overdue."
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OBITUARIES
ARNOLD J. KAYE.
When Arnold J. Kaye died suddenly and peacefully on 26th March,
1964, Sibford Old Scholars lost a real friend and, possibly, the best
known and best loved member our Association has ever had.
How A.J.K. loved Sibford and what long and happy memories he
had of Old Scholars' gatherings, going back to 1903 when he j oined the
Association with his almost equally beloved brother, Edward. Unlike
E.P.K., Arnold was not an Old Sibfordian, but he took to Sibford like
a duck takes to water and worked for the interests of Old Scholars for
the rest of his long and useful life.
A.J.K. will always be remembered as Rocket Master-in-Chief. How
he loved this mystical rite and how happy he was when the O.S. Rocket
was loud enough to be heard in faraway Brailes, or so silent that even the
Old Elm could not hear it.
The writer has known Arnold Kaye since his first acquaintance with
Old Scholars in 1913 and to him he seemed quite old even then, but long
afterwards he became quite ageless and grew younger during each O.S.
gathering.
A.J.K. was one of the most kindly, gentle and courteous of men,
and would go out of his way to make a shy or lonely Old Scholar happy
and at ease.
As a trustee of the Mabel Harrod fund since its inception, he gave
of his best and anything that he undertook to do he did with zest and
thoroughness.
A.J.K. just " slipped away " quietly after breakfast one morning at
the age of 88 and his going was just as he would have wished. In his will
he remembered Sibford and Ackworth Schools very generously and Old
Scholars should feel thankful to have known him and for a life really
good and lived to the full, in happy enj oyment and for the benefit of
others.
Au revoir and Well Played, A.J.K. !
G.D.L.

JACK LEWIS.
Jack Lewis (at Sibford 1917-21) was an all-rounder who had a pet
sonality of particular charm. He could spin a football with the elegance
that he brought to work an4 play alike, and I remember many a cycle ride
together when he so evidently relished the beauty of the Sibford country
side (on one epic Saturday we cycled as far as Chipping Norton and
went to see a circus, arriving back at School abominably late). He was
no mean hand at woodwork and at art, and it was no surprise to his
School friends to find that he became an architect. He learned the job
in London and Tunbridge Wells, passing his diplomas with high distinc
tion, and becoming a partner in his father's Tunbridge Wells business of
A. J. Lewis & Son {(om 1930-38. During the war and for some time
afterwards he was with the Air Ministry, went to live at Lincoln, and
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was there with the Ministry of Public Buildings and Works until his
death in 1964, aged 58.
He always sustained an interest in those directions in which he had
shone when at School - keeping up his love of sport, his water-colour
painting, his singing (as a member of the Lincoln Orpheus Male Voice
Choir, and as a frequent soloist). Jack had deep Christian beliefs and
always saw some good in the biggest rogue. He could also see the best in
life's opportunities, and it is typical of him that in writing up the S.O.S.A.
Weekend in our magazine of 1954 he picked on one point for emphasis,
which is well worth repeating. That was the Reunion when, in a packed
lecture hall, we all joined in a panorama of Sibford history in song, story,
and dance and, as Jack points out, it climaxed in the Doxology, everyone
joining in. These are his words : " Praise God from Whom all blessings flow " we sang,
" Praise God for Sibford and its teaching " we thought, " Praise
Him for the beauty of our countryside, the wonder of flowers
and trees," but above all " Praise God."
L.B.

MEMBER SHIP SEC RETARY
Unfortunately, Monica Taylor has had to relinquish office through
ill-health and Irene Coxon has been asked by the Committee to carry
on in Monica's place until the next A.G.M. Our apologies are offered
for the absence of a full membership list; it is hoped that the list of
changes of address will suffice until the 1965 edition in which it is hoped
to re-set this whole section of the Magazine. New members will have
received copies of the 1963 edition in which all details will be found
about members who have not notified the Membership Secretary of
recent changes of address.
It seems certain thar Irene will be implementing the bright ideas
that Monica outlined to this year's AG.M. and it is hoped to publish
details of area secretaries, plus a map of the membership areas in our
1965 edition.

O . S . REGISTER
Vera Rollett would like to thank all Old Scholars warmly for their
help in the compilation of the Register, which is progressing �xcellently.

BIRTHS , MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
B IRTHS
HOOPER.-On 27th December, 1963, to Pauline and Brian Hooper, a daughter,
Katharine Louise, a sister for Adam and Paul.
BROoKMAN.-On 1 5th January, 1964, to Mary (nee
Brookman, a son, Andrew Thomas.

Lavender)

and

Martin

BOLToN.-On 6th January, 1 964, to Jean (nee Moon) and Joseph Bolton,
daughter, Alexandra Clare, a sister for Catherine and Diana.

a

DoDSWORTH.-On 1 2th February, 1 964, to Dorothy (nee Worsdell) and Martin
Dodsworth, a son, Mark, a brother for Susan and Rachel.

JAMEs.-On 1 8th February, 1964, to Anthea (nee Lunn) and Edward James,
twins, a son, Richard Henry, and a daughter (stillborn).
RowLEY.-On 27th February, 1964, to Jane (nee Callagin) and Fred Rowley,
.
a son, Stephen William.
BAILY.-On 2 1 st January, 1964 to Ann (nee Tulk) and Roger Baily,
Mark Nicholas.
FINcH.-On 20th March, 1964, to Romy and
Stephanie Ann, a sister for Richard.

John

S.

Finch,

a

a

son,

daughter,

Ross.-On 1 3th April, 1964, to Helen (nee Eavis) and Jo Ross, a son, Marcus.
DIEHL.-On 25th March, 1964, to Wendy (nee Clark) and Hans Diehl, a son,
Christopher Martin.
HAWKINs.-On 2nd May, 1964, to Janet (nee Skinner) and Peter Hawkins,
a daughter, Catherine, a sister for Guy and Helen.

PATTISoN.-On 1 1th July, 1964, to Diana (nee Cooper) and Roger Pattison,
daughter, Bridget Mary, a sister for Jeremy and Alan.

a

BOUCHER.-On 7th August, 1964, to Susan (nee Gee) and John Boucher, a son,
Brian Hugh.

MARRIAGES
MITCHINSON'-:BROWN. On 7th March, 1964, at the Folk Hall, New Earswick,
York, Robert Logan Mitchinson to J anet Brown, elder daughter of Eric
and the late Marie P. Brown.
DIEHL-CLARK.
On 1 5th June, 1963, at Herz-Jesu
Bavaria, Hans Diehl to Wendy Frances Clark.
EDWARDS-SIMMONS.
On
Croydon, George W.
Croydon.
TuCKWELL-SUMPTION.
Sumption.

Church,

Hohenrain,

14th July, 1964, at Friends' Meeting House,
Edwards to E. Marjorie Simmons, of Shirley,

On 23rd March,

1963, Alan Tuckwell to Jenifer

BAILY-MYALL. On 1 5th August, 1964, at Friends' Meeting House, Dorking,
Peter Morris Baily to Janet Christine Myall.
COMPTON-MoRIARTY.
On 8th August, 1964, at Petts Wood Congregational
Church, Donald Norman Compton to Brigit Ann Moriarty.
FORToN-PENN. On 29th August, 1964, at All S aints' Church, Cheadle Hulme,
Harold Douglas Forton to Christine Joy Watson Penn.

DEATHS
PARSONS.-On 2nd September, 1963, Marjorie Doris Parsons, aged 62.
KAYE.-On 26th March, 1964, Arnold Kaye.
STEvENs.-In May, 1963, at the Woodlands, Wolverhampton, Grace Stevens.

LEwIs.-On 14th April, 1964, Jack Lewis, of Newark Road, Lincoln.
Goss.-On 10th January, 1964, Mabel Goss of 20 Vaughan Road, Harrow.
MORLAND.-On 14th August, suddenly in Victoria, B.C., Jane Fryce Morland.
PARKIN.-In May, 1964, at Harlow, Essex, Hilda Parkin, widow of Frank Parkin.
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UNDER THE TWO ELMS
London Branch
The first event of this Group, after the Reunion at Sibford last
August, was a night out at a Prom Concert at the Royal Albert Hall in
early September. About twenty Old Scholars heard music by Rachman
inov, Tchaikovsky and others.
In December, John Canham showed about a dozen O.S. round the
South Kensington Science Museum, after which John asked l!S many as
were able, home to supper. If John's invitation had been known before,
would there have been more at the Science Museum? ? ?
The A.G.M. and Christmas Party was again held at Westminster
F.M.H. in January, when about forty people attended.
Party games,
M.C'd. mainly by the President, were much enjoyed by all.
The first " At Home " this year was held at the London flat of
George and Celia Law in February, when about thirty-five O.S. were
packed in.
Even more miraculous was squeezing twenty O.S. in the Grimes'
small bungalow at St. Albans in April.
At one time thirteen people
were chatting and listening to records in a small bedroom. A walk had
been planned for the afternoon, but cold, snow, and rain prevented that.
In late June, the Annual Cricket match was played against Jordan's
village, where the score was : -Jordans, 1 53 for 3 declared; O.S., 89 all
out (enough said).
Mid July, and glorious weather, was the setting for a punting trip
on the River Wey near Woking, for which thirty-five people turned up.
This was preceded by a picnic lunch in Woking Park, and followed by a
slap up meal provided by Ethel Wright. She must have spent a small
fortune to feed all those hungry faces.
The average attendance at our gatherings over the past year has
been almost thirty, which is most encouraging. We would still like, how
ever, to increase our numbers, and news of any Old Scholar who is
moving, or has moved, into or near London, even temporarily, would be
most appreciated.
CHRISTOPHER GRIMES and ALLAN C. KIDNEY,
(Joint Secs.).
Birmingham Branch
Our Autumn activities started in November when we paid belated
respects to · Mr. Fawkes at Angus and Barbara Abercrombie's farm.
Bangers were fried and eaten with relish, and our hosts served an
excellent supper.
This was followed on 29th February this year by our fortieth
anniversary celebrations at the home of Katherine and Michael Gibbins.
Here we enjoyed a tasty supper served American style, while games were
ably managed by Stan Ewan.
In April we relished our first breath of fresh air by holding a picnic
at Elmley Castle and a ramble over Bredon Hill. Indeed, our �ranch
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should be termed O.S. mobile, for we are able to converge anywhere
within a thirty mile radius of Birmingham. An effort is made to locate
gatherings alternately between the north and south of the city. The
approxiillate total population of Old Scholars in the Midlands is ninety,
all of whom receive invitations. Our effective membership, however, is
only about twenty five.
Barbara Abercrombie !las kindly offered to act as Secretary for the
following year during my absence.
PETER BAILY.

PRE SIDE NTIAL

PROFILE , 1 9 6 5

Betty Thelton writes :
As Betty Swann, I was at Sibford from 1919 to 1924, having arrived
there at the tender age of nine, when I suffered the very last of the half
yearly terms. A whole five months away from home was only slightly
compensated for by the presence of my brother Tom, then at the
School but about to leave. However, homesickness soon passed and my
schooldays were very happy ones.
Mter leaving School, I worked for a while at book-keeping, giving
this up when my Mother died and I had to run the home. I continued
in this work up to the early war years. Then, in 1944, I married John
Thelton at Esher Meeting House where I had originally joined the
Society of Friends at the age of 14. As I had been born at nearby
Thames Ditton, I only moved half a mile to our home at Esher where we
still live.
We have three children, Ruth (19), and Linda and James (" Jim '),
twins of 17. Jim was at Sibford from 1958 to 1963 and was head boy in
his last year; he was also football captain and represented the School in
the County Cross Country events, none of which prowess does he inherit
from his Mother ! However, I did play hockey up to 1943 for Berrylands
Club and still enjoy swimming - in the latter context, I returned
recently from a holiday in Carinthia by Lake Ossiach where, to my own
and everyone else's amazement, I swam the threequarters of a mile across
the lake; but I then had the difficulty of explaining in the " native
language " why I had no money on me with which to pay my return
fare on the ferry boat !
At home, gardening is a necessary pastime and we grow most of our
own vegetables and fruit. I am' also a member of the local Townswomen's
Guild and a Committee member of the Esher Inner Wheel Club, which
is composed of Rotarian wives who do their best to help in various local
causes. For some years I have acted as an Overseer of Esher Meeting,
which I kept running through the lean years when membership dwindled
to a very few, I am happy to say that it is now a flourishing Meeting.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From the Parents of R ICHARD LANCASTER :
Richard's life never lacks adventures - whether pleasant or
otherwise.
In August, 1963, he went to the XIth World's Scout Jamboree, held
at Marathon, Greece. Richard was one of five Queen's Scouts chosen
to represent Ottawa in the Canadian contingent. This was a wonderful
experience. Mter the Jamboree the Canadian Scouts spent ten days
touring Greece, which included a few days spent on the island of Corfu.
Richard took over 100 colour films and we have an exciting record of
ancient and modem Greece.
In November, 1963, Richard became very ill and was taken to the
Royal Ottawa Sanatorium, where it was discovered that he had a small
T.B. cavity on his lung. For the last seven weeks we have been watching
the miracle of modem drugs helping to overcome this dread disease. We
do not know how long Richard will have to stay in the Sanatorium. At
Christmas and the New Year holiday he was allowed home for forty-eight
hours and starting this January he is being allowed to continue his
studies.
I know that Richard thinks of Sibford with great affection and has
many happy memories of the time he spent there.
From MARGARET H. SMITH, at the Berlitz Translation Service, Toronto
( . . . describing herself as "one of the Whithersoever
Wanderers ") :
I just received notice of the Reunion last week, via my home address
in Epsom. Like so many of those who are not among you this Weekend,
I shall be thinking of you, and wishing that I could have been there.
However, my globe-trotting never seems to land me in England at the
right time these days.
Last year's Reunion found me sailing from Marseilles to Vancouver,
via Suez and the Indian and Pacific Oceans. I had three weeks in Japan,
which I had thought would completely fulfil my long-held desire to go
there, but which turned out merely to whet my appetite for an ultimate
return. This appears not beyond the bounds of possibility, as Berlitz is
shortly to put out tentacles into the Far East, and staff are being sought
who are willing to go, and prepared to cram in a course in th� Japanese
language. I found I had my phrase book off by heart before the end of
the three weeks, anyway, so I think it's worth a try. In the meantime
I am running the translation service here in Toronto, which is interesting,
but I have never worked so hard in my life ! 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. is not
uncommon as a working day !
Add to this the production of " Huis-Clos " for the French language
little theatre in March, and a fairly well-laden programme of playgoing,
film-going and partying, and you will gather that even without benefit
of S.O.S.A. life is far from dull . . . it just goes to show that one can't
have everything, I suppose - still, I would have liked to be there, and I
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hope my oid friends will not forget me ! Please remember me to them,
and accept my best wishes to all O.S. for a very rewarding and (if
possible) sunny( ! ) Reunion.
From LOUIS VAN BLANKENSTEIN, resident in Australia from 1962 until
recently, now setting up home for the second time in
Vancouver, B.C. (four children, numerous animals; is a civil
engineer) :
Australia, Vale !
Pastel grey Gum leaves panting in the dusty glare of an oversized
sun. Scant straw for pasture on baked-hard ground cut deep by empty
gullies.
Colourless, pleasant, unimaginative, mediocre little men, with red
raw sensitivities; quick to help or take offence, of fathomless com
placency and conservatism, huddling for comfort in squalid cities that
end suddenly on a motionless, abandoned world.
Small men with small ideas seeking to cope with 1970 in terms of
1930, still unable to grasp that the good old days of " living off the
sheep's back " under an Imperial umbrella have gone.
Soaring Stringy-Bark Gums stark and sculptured. Sluggish brown
rivers - muddy memories of sudden cloudbursts.
A frantic search for a separate Identity for this Antipodean
Clapham. One hand clings to the lost paradise of pre-war " home," all
green fields and Wimbledon, the other to the Digger - loose-limbed,
cursing and undaunted, sweating up the slopes of Gallipoli to " put a
Nation on the map." A concern at being taken at his own valuation 
" the biggest in the Southern Hemisphere " . . . " Equal to anything
offered overseas " . . . " U.K . expert praises Australian achievements."
The breakers of the cool southern ocean smashing against
- a drama
of coastline almost untouched by the hand of Margate.
Pie, cake and hard-burned steak.
Claret to bath in - cheaper than lolly water.
FLIES - that drop, embracing, into the pages of your opened
book.
A flock of Rosellas, a convention of black cockatoos, a Boab tree
(with a silhouette like grasping evil), Bottle shrubs and a flowering gum
alive with bees; Galahs, roosting like vocal tulips, cover a tree.
Good cold beer drunk in an overcrowded slum.
The overpowering silence of the Outback - blocks of colour under
a rapier sun.
" Mateship " gone to seed to become the self-protection of the
inadequate.
The worker's paradise, the thinker's purgatory - a hell for the
efficiency expert.
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From JOHN CARLTON SMITH :
My son, David Carlton Smith, has only just written for the first
time on arriving in the blacker parts of the Foret Noire in West Mrica;
earlier news from him was not to be had - unless, indeed, he has
managed to write direct any sooner.
David took his B.Sc. at Reading but put in a further year to add
an Honours in Geology. This Autumn he went out to the Ivory Coast
on an exploratory project for which the Cote d'Ivoire Government and
a private Company have teams of geologists working year in, year out.
Of his first excursion, he writes : " Left Abidjan at dawn to drive 200 miles, much of it dirt (laterite)
roads at 60 m.p.h. in Landrovers. All the route was in the foret noire
although clearings, plantations, etc., bordered much of it. We stopped
at a ' hotel ' in a regional capital for two nights : Supper, Bed, Breakfast,
Drinks at £5 lOs. Od. each . . . cost of living very high but the " Firm "
pays. The day in between we rode a 200 mile round trip to collect all
our working equipment packable in two Landrovers and trailers. The
next day we drove here, 30 miles from anywhere, along rough road
moderate cart-track without stones. This is a village of possibly 150
people who speak the local language and very little French ; mostly
thatched mud huts, but we are in one of the two good tin-roofed large
huts. Sheep, goats, chickens and babies running everywhere; no more
modem cons. than paraffin lamps in the village, except our own paraffin
refrigerator. 200 ft. high jungle encircles us everywhere except for
scattered village plantations.
" A typical sort of day is : 6 a.m. (dawn) the ' boys ' come and start
breakfast : fried egg, bread, oats (now I've got some) all eaten before
6-40 when we walk to the end of the village where our Landrovers and
, equipe ' are. The ' equipe ' is of some twelve men, experienced
workers, including their foreman and a ' chauffeur ' who does most of
the driving. Travel, say, twelve miles to a prospection area, initially
chopping our way with machetes along a river bank, looking for any
uncovered subsoils exposed there. Spade, sieve, bucket and pump work
to extract samples. Return during the afternoon when the ' boys ' cook
' lunch.' A short rest, or checking of books, records and equipment, or
off to make an auger hole or see what samples any other branch of the
party has dug up.
" The terrain is extremely difficult because the main rivers have
been at their maximum level and the smaller streams are completely
overgrown and swampy so that real subsoil is rarely easily accessible :
like looking for needles in a haystack. Main meal in the evening; read
or work on reports, wages, etc., etc.
" I have seen no snakes yet but myriads of splendid butterflies,
many birds and teeming insects, a few monkeys and squirrels, and was
within a few hundred metres of trumpeting wild elephants whose fresh
tracks we found. I have bought or been given indigenous rice dishes,
yams, bananas (sweet and savoury), peanuts, green but good oranges
and mandarins. We two geologists supplied with beer, c9ca-cola, fruit
juices in tins, bottled water, canned milk, coffee, whisky . . . We have
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a short-wave transistor set and can pick up B.B.C. news, etc., including
Thursday night to Friday morning 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
" Climate seems perfectly beallable. We can get eggs, cheese, nuts,
peas, vitamins, sea-salt and fruit, so that at present I am still a vege
tarian ! See no objections at present to two or three years on this sort
of j ob if a snake does not get me : so far nothing worse than mosquitoes
and a leech have got me.
P.O.B. 6233 Abidjan, 18th October, 1964."

From JUDITH BUNCE :
I no longer slave away in a classroom, I am pleased to say, for I
am now earning my living. I work in the House Governor's Office at
the General Hospital in Birmingham. The work is very varied and one
of my many duties involves cutting and rolling off stencils for Committee
Meetings, which is quite something as the contents of these is always
so " hush hush !" Anyway, it's a start.
My fellow workers are a very pleasant group to work with, but I
am not quite in their age group - in fact, I am the youngest in the whole
of the Administrative Department !

FROM " BERROw'S WORCESTER JOURNAL," 12TH JUNE, 1964.

The Editor has been sent a photograph and report of the activities
of a distinguished Old Scholar, of whom we hope to publish a " Profile "
in the next issue of " Sibford."
The photograph shows Edward P. Farr of Bath cutting the tape to
open the new Evesham lock on the 1 1th June at midday. The report
reads : " A flotilla of nearly fifty small craft made the two mile river trip
from Evesham to Offenham village following the official re-opening of
Evesham lock on Sunday morning.
" The lock, which has not been passed by a boat for more than
thirty years, has been restored at a cost of about £8,000 during the last
twelve months by the Lower Avon Navigation Trust Ltd.
" The re-opening by Mr. E. P. Farr, managing director of A. E.
Farr Ltd., the contractors engaged on the work, has brought with it new
hope of restoring navigation of the Upper Avon-from Evesham to
Stratford-so completing a ISO-mile Midland Waterway.
" The cost of completing that goal has been put at £300,000 . .
" Mter inaugural speeches, a white tape was cut by Mr. Farr and
the boats moved . into the Upper Avon . . . "
.
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SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

APPEAL
Sibford School, in common with all other independent
Schools, is under pressure to keep up with the demand for
places. The School now numbers 280 pupils, nearly three times
as many as when I was a scholar.

Together with this demand

goes the pressure for better amenities; it all becomes rather a
vicious circle.

The School Committee recognises this, and has

decided to appeal for funds to bring the standard of the girls'
accommodation up to that of the boys, by building one new
girls' house and converting the Manor into two others, enlarging
the dining hall and finishing the Science Laboratory. To assist
them in this appeal they have employed Hooker Craigmile, a
professional firm of fund raisers. James McLean, their resident
director, has

been

at the School since last May

compiling

records and interviewing O.S., wellwishers and parents in an
endeavour to find out the likely potential.

This works rather

like the N.O. Polls and they now estimate that a target of

£60,000 could be reached, but to do this we need your help.
Some will say, " I don't agree with professionals trying to
collect money from me," but in fact, it is not they who are
going to

collect the money, it is us, you and me;

Craigmile will only direct.

Hooker

But to go back to those who feel

it is wrong to employ a professional firm to do this; can they
suggest a better method?

Would you like to set about the

gigantic task of getting a complete list of O.S., past and present
parents and wellwishers? Of course they wouldn't ! When you
are employed to do a job of work you have to do it no matter
what the trouble; it would be an impossible task for a volun
teer.

Now you say,

" but we have to do the

collecting !"

Certainly you have, but under their guidance this will not be
a gigantic task.

First, we are selecting 1,000 people whom we

know will subscribe. We are asking fifty of these to approach
five other O.S. parents or wellwishers, whichever group they
come into, by inviting them to a coffee party, getting those
five interested and, in turn, getting them
others.

to

approach

five

In this way the whole thing will snowball without its

being an arduous task to any volunteer.

We shall, of course,

want someone in each area who will act as liaison officer, but
this is all.

If we ask for you to help for a start, please do so,

both financially and by being willing to work. You would not
like to see Sibford lag behind, I am sure, so let us do all we
can to make this appeal an outstanding success.
L.E.W.
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THE SCHOOL

•

-

HEADMASTER; S REPORT

We have welcomed to the teaching staff this year : June Ellis,
Deputy Head; Dorothy Hargreaves, English and History; Eileen Milne,
Domestic Science; John Lucas, Mathematics; John Voller, English and
Michael Wollerton, Boys' P.E. Anne Hollingworth has left the staff
but we expect still to see much of her. Sister Eynon Williams retired
in December to be replaced by Sister Kenneth who, unfortunately, has
felt obliged to retire for reasons of health. Richard Lee of the catering
department, is now manager of an hotel near Bristol. Leslie Major has
taken his place. It is with regret that we have to record the passing of
two faithful servants of the School - Fred Green and George Haines.
We regret the loss of a very courageous pupil, Claire Featherstone, who
finally lost her long drawn out battle against ill-health. Dorothy Robson
was presented with a record player on retiring after thirty-seven years
at Sibford .
School life is as busy as ever with all the usual visits and School
festivals. It was good to see such a representative gathering at
Old Scholars' Weekend, and General Meeting was an especially happy
occasion this year because of the opening of the new Biology Laboratory
by Geraldine Cadbury. In the classroom and on the playing field pro
gress has, as we say, been " most satisfactory." Indeed, in sport this
has been a vintage year. We continued to have representatives in the
County athletics and cross country teams, and at the North Oxfordshire
Athetics Meeting, juniors, intermediates and seniors (boys and girls)
all figured in the first three places. In the Banbury and District
Swimming competitions both junior boys and junior girls won their
championships.
The Staff have been concerned for some time about what some
might call " student participation " in School life and we have been
pleased by the way in which present scholars are responding. At Old
Scholars' Weekend there was evidence of this in the help given for the
Arthur Johnstone Appeal from the car park attendants and the stall
holders at the fete. Much of this is undoubtedly due to the success of
the three boys' houses as social units and we very much feel the need
of similar groupings for the girls. It must be hard for those who knew
the School as a small intimate group to appreciate the difficulties in a
School of nearly three hundred. The Appeal will enable the _School to
meet the changes of new circumstances and yet to maintain its old
traditions. There is no thought in anyone's mind of altering the essen
tial educational aims of the School. A School is a living organism that
must grow and develop if it is to survive but there would be something
freakish about its growth if it were to change out of all recognition. It
always disturbs me when anything is said that would seem to indicate
that there is conflict between any of the groups that go to make up the
School : -scholars, staff, parents, Old Scholars, committee. In a school
which is firmly founded on Quaker beliefs there can be no room for
dissensions of this kind.
The survey conducted by James McLean (of Hooker Craigmyle)
has been of great help in letting us know how much the School means
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to people and what they especially value in it. It has also furnished links
with Old Scholars who are not often seen at S.O.S.A. gatherings and
with those well-wishers who do not form part of any classified group.
I personally have already learned much from the Appeal and look
forward eagerly to meeting many more Old Scholars during the next
few months than I otherwise should have done.
No Appeal can be
successful without the support of its Old Scholars.
I am convinced
that this Appeal will be very successful. It will mean hard work but
it will be well worthwhile and S.O.S.A. will grow in strength and in
stature in the doing of it.

MABEL HARROD BURSARY FUND
During the last year no applications or grants have been made.
Following Armin Wirsing's visit to the School, the trustees have
turned their attention to the possibility of a suitable pupil from Sibford
using the fund to study for a term or two in a school on the Continent.
Ability at languages and general suitability would need to be carefully
considered first, but we hope that soon someone may be able to make
use of such an opportunity. A project of this kind coula well use the
remainder of the Fund's resources, which now stand at just over £290.
Whatever decisions are made over the future use of this money,
we shall indeed miss the wise judgement and considerate attitude of
Arnold Kaye, who has served so faithfully on this committee since its
initiation in 1943.

I would like to remind Old Scholars who have a particular concern
for international goodwill and who are contemplating a visit to Europe,
that they may apply to me for a grant from this fund.
A letter of
application, I might add, needs to be made fairly well in advance of
the proposed visit and should give a clear idea of the aims of the
applicant during the time that he wishes to spend abroad, with some
indication of the amount of financial assistance that can be obtained
from parents or other reliable sources!
M. DODSWOltTH.
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" Cine

.,.,

or

" Still .,.,

Everything for
Old Sibfordians
wanting good
advice and good

service

MORLAND BRAITHWAITE LTD.
Moseley Photo-Centre
Moseley Village
BIRMINGHAM, 13
Part Exchange
Hire Purchase
Telephone
SOUth 22 1 1

4S

To Parents, Grandparents, Godparents
and others with an
a

interest in children's welfare

new

range of

Children's
Deferred Assurances
can provide long-term help to the new generation in

a

unique way

•

Encourage thrift with ' first steps '

•

Trust incorporated in policy

•

Premiums cease on death of Policyholder

•

Suitable plans available for 7 year covenants
with Income Tax Relief

for prospectus apply to

Friends' Provident and
Century
Life
Office

Head Offices :
7 Leadenhall Street,

18 Charlotte Square,
Edinburgh, 2

London, E.C.3
Telephone : Mansion House

Td.phon. : Caledonian

451 1

or any of the 60 Branch Offices in the United Kingdom
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NEWS OF

RECENT LEA VERS

Annaliese Burhop
Elizabeth Crabtree

Secretarial College.
Letchworth College of Technology to study Institutional
Management.
.
Eastleigh Technical College (General and Pre-Nursmg
Deborah Cree
Course).
Milham Ford School (' A ' Levels).
Stella Currie
Stroud and District Technical College (Commercial
Rosalynd Evans
Course).
Ewell Technical College (Nursing Course).
Gillian Holmes
Cambridge College of Art (' A ' Levels in English and
Melody S anger
Art).
Buxton College (Receptionist Course).
Rowena Simcock
Friends' School, Saffron Walden (' A ' Levels).
Yolande Steger
Commercial Training College.
Felicity Walker
Andover Grammar School (' A ' Levels).
Ruth Whatley
Slough College of Further Education ( 1 year Secretarial
Judy Wood
Course).
College of Further Education (' A ' Levels).
Peter Branch
H.M.S. Conway.
Simon Bruce
General Farm Management.
Robin Chandler
Hoping to go to Farming College.
John Cottle
Guildford School of Photography (Photography).
Mark Edwards
Bromsgrove Technical College (B.M.C. Apprenticeship
Christopher Free
Dept.).
Farming with father.
David Henderson
Richard Hughes
Salisbury Technical College (2 year National Diploma
Course in Business Studies).
John Mawle
Farming.
Merchant Navy Training School, Wray Castle (Radio
John Monague
Operator).
Andrew N. Robinson Apprenticeship with Printing firm.
Roger Stewart
Hoping to attend King's School, Macclesfield (' A '
Levels).
Police Cadet with the Metropolitan Police Force.
Ian Weatherhead
Sutton College of Further Education (Business Course).
Richard White
Michael Watkins
South-West
Essex
Technical
College
(' A '
Level
Course).
Nicolas Watkins
Electrician at the l,.eatherhead Theatre, Surrey - hoping
to become a Lighting Consultant.

NEWS OF

OLD SCHOLARS WHO SEEM TO HAVE
ESCAPED THE S. O .S.A. NET

Period at School
1956-1958
1951-1956
-1912
1959-1960
19391955-1960
1952-1956
1946-

Jane Gunston has qualified as a Nurse and is now doing mid
wifery training.
Josephine Fletcher trained as a Book-Keeper/Receptionist
and is now married.
Isabel Longford trained as a Nursery Nurse and is now married
with two daughters.
Truda Shackleford is studying ' A ' Levels at Newbury County
Girls' Grammar School.
P. M. Hubble was a Dental Nurse and is now married with
two daughters.
Timothy Phillips attended the College of Technology, Oxford,
and is hoping to go to Newcastle University.
Audrey West is working at a small girls' boarding school near
Colchester.
Patricia Baker has been teaching for two years in an Arab
School and has now returned to England and doing Secretarial
work.

4Z

1954-1959
19461935-1937
19431935195 5-1959
1944-1949
1943- 1 947
1954-1958
1951-1952
1954-1957
1956-1961
19411956-1958
1954-1958
1953-1957

1953-1955

Ian H. Pallett is at University College, London.
Alec Fisher is teaching at the Salisbury College of Art.
Jennifer Teasdale, who qualified as a S .R.N. and took the
Health Visitors' Course, is now working in Canada.
Anna Gradon is taking a Fann Secretarial Course at Studley
College.
T. H. Cemm is in the Metropolitan Police.
John Dumpleton is teaching at Shelley School, Crediton.
Margaret Wildig is training to be a Fann Secretary and next
year hopes to go to Australia to work on a sheep fann.
Bill Evans is married and works as deputy Secretary at a com
prehensive school.
Tony Wragg is an Engineer in Northampton.
Jackie Burston is working in the Applied Science department
at Cambridge University.
Anthony Carr is Junior Chemistry Master at University College
School, Hampstead.
P. M. Brummitt is a Maintenance Engineer at a. factory in
Banbury.
Margaret Flowers is enjoying her work in a Banbury bank.
Keith Barber, married with three children, is now living in
Street.
Susan M. Ball is at the Guildford Secretarial College.
Nigel Braithwaite is studying Geography alld Land Economy
at Fitzwilliam House, Cambridge.
Graham Bedwell is working for the Film Department of the
B.B.C., and is with the News Film section at Alexandra Palace.
Nonnan Brook is having a busy retirement at the young age
of 86. He is the pianist for the ' Over 60's ' which meets at
St. Thomas' Church, Stockport. He asked if anyone could put
him in touch with Martyn Scott who was last living at Pinner,
Middlesex.
Robert Black is managing a T.V. Rental firm in Buckingham.

1913-

Edith Chennell is doing Secretarial work in Reigate.

1957-1961

Rosemary Boardman has qualified in Domestic Science and is
training at the Constance Spry Floral School.
She hopes to
carry on with floristry on the decorating side.
Daphne Bates is working as a Dental Hygienist in Leicester.
Richard Aldernman is farming in Pembroke shire.
Phyllis Collins, after obtaining a degree at Binningham and
doing various Secretarial work, is now married and has two
daughters.
Irene Clark after being a designer for Boots is married and
has two children. She meets Winifred Rutter (nee Barber) and
Marjorie Turner (nee Hawkins) from time to time.
A. M. Fouracre is Assistant Matron for the welfare department
in Huddersfield looking after the aged and infirm.
Jean Wilson (nee Fuller) is now married with four children.
She was previously doing Nursery Nursing at " The Retreat."
Tudith Cree has qualified as a Nurse and hopes to go on to do
Midwifery and is considering services in Australia or New
Zealand.
Peter Wallington is leading a very active life. He has been up
the highest mountain in Austria, the longest fiord in Norway,
the largest city in Denmark, the wettest part of Gennany and
the coldest in Italy. He has now started a Mountaineering
Club and Dramatic Society in Oxford.
R. W. Tosenhans is a S ales Director in New York.
Ralph Townley is with the United Nations Secretariat in New
York.
Margaret Richards will shortly be obtaining a Sister's post
after spending seven months in Switzerland and four years in
General Nursing.

19441945-1950
1939-

1914-

19261943-1948
1951-1958

1953-1955

19381935-1940
1950-1955

48

19391946-1953
1941-1944

1948-1952

19331957-1962

1957-1960
1944-1948
1950-1956
19441950-1951
1942193 11937193 1-1936

Geoffrey S ale is writing for a farming paper in East Anglia.
Margaret Huntley Smith is working as Assistant Director of a
Translation Service
in Toronto (see Correspondem;e).
·
P. M. Scott is a Dental Surgeon in partnership with her
husband in Staffordshire.
Michael Canning - Michae1 ended the 1964 cricket season
with the Banbury Twenty Club by making over 90, but just
missed his 1 ,000 runs for the season by 14 ! This is an excep
tional performance for a club cricketer. Incidentally, Michael
has played for Oxfordshire, too.
Lorna R. Damgriell is Fashon Editor for an American
magazine and is applying for Naturalization as an American
citizen.
Rosemary Maling is working as a Psychiatrist with the Child
Guidance Clinic in Swansea.
Bridget Mullins is hoping to attend LeicesJer Farm Institute
when she is 18 and is filling in time until then gaining farm
experience and Secretarial skills.
Lawrence Golding is at Bretton Hall Training College for
Teachers.
K. R. Johnston has his own nursery business in Wincanton.
Elizabeth A. Lavender is working in a Citizen's Advice Bureau
in London.
Donald R. Pumphry is dairy farming and is �lso much involved
in his hobbies-Egyptology and Archaeology.
Susan Creasey is now teaching in one of the Warwickshire
High Schools, having qualified in Art at Birmingham.
John Gibbs is qualified as an Agricultural Engineer and now
works for a firm supplying agricultural machines.
G. Waterfall has his own gardening business in Exmouth.
P. J. Westover is Deputy Treasurer to a Rural District Council.
Helen Brigham is a Health Visitor, School Nurse and T.B.
Visitor in Beverley.

SCHOOL C OMMITTEE
It is time to give the Committee report again, and great things are
astir. We are about to launch an appeal so that we can improve the
standard of the girls' accommodation and bring it up to the level of
the boys' houses. It is also necessary to increase the size of the dining
room. At the moment there have to be two sittings for meals as the
demand for places at Sibford rises.
I do hope that when the appeal
organisers approach you, you will give generously and help in every
way that you can. Sibford has done a good j ob in the past and given
the tools it will continue to do so.
In general this has been a y�ar of consolidation rather than one of
new building, but there are several worthy projects that I should like
to see undertaken, for example, a new hall. All these things are not
impossible if we work for them, so do your best to help; those of you
who have not been back recently, make the effort and see the new
Sibford.

L.E.W.
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LEAVERS
Alien, Dawn
Allison, Rosemary
Anderson, Fiona
Andrews, J ane
Binns, Peter
Bowden, Cynthia
Brearley, Robert
Brown, Anne
Brown, Deborah
Budd, Lynette
Carter, Mic\lael J.
Chilton, Monica
Cirket, Stuart
Dyer, Pauline
Eden, Erica
Evans, Christopher
Foster, Martin O.
Frampton, Paul
Gegg, David C.
Griffin, Martin
Hall, Rachel
Harding, Frances
Harvey, Giles
Hicks, Lynne
Hill, David J.
Hockley, Elizabeth
Holstrom, Katy
Hunt, Adrian
Inverarity, Robert
James, Peter D.
Kinneir, Ras s
Lawrence, Martin R.
Lipscombe, Selina
Masham, Roger
MacAskill, Catherine
McCready, Sheila
Osborne, Patricia
Parson, Michael
Phillips, Roger
Randles, Duncan
Roy, Martin
Shor, Ruth
Shor, Stephen
Smith, Barney C.
Smith, Christine
Steger, Jackie
Statt, Christina
Strainge, Richard J.
Taylor, Jennifer
Taylor, Rosemary
Tew, Elizabeth
Thelton, Jame.
Wallis, Hugh
Wilson, Peter
Winterford, Robert
Wirsing, Amin
Wood, George N.
Wrathall, Yvonne
Young, Sheena

-

LEAVERS
Bremell, Lizzie
Bryhn, Eva
Burhop, Annaliese
Collicult, Sus.n
Crabtree, Elizabeth
Cree, Deborah
CUrtie, Stella
Evans, Rosalynd
Franq, Marie-Elia
Holmes, Gillian
Lu�h, Susan
O'Malley, Morena
Sanger, Melody

1963

37 South Bar, Banbury.
Cl Clonegal,"
The Avenue, Sheringham, Norfolk.
The White House, Headley Down, Nr. Bordon, Hants.
21 Guilford Avenue, Surbiton, Surrey.
44 Blenheim Drive, Oxford.
17 Kenton Lane, Kenton, Harrow, Middlesex.
13 Burlington Avenue, Kew Gardens, Richmond, Surrey.
The Mount, York.
253 Friern Barnet Lane, Whetstone, London, N.20.
Schwimmbadstrasse 6, BuUich, Switzerland.
Vine Cottage, North Piddle, Grafton Flyford, Nr. Worcester.
Heathwood, Heath Road, Leighton Buzzard, Beds.
Hallscroft, Moss Lane, Elstow, Bedford.
1 64 St. Andrew's Avenue, Colchester, Essex.
26 Woodhall Lane, Shenley, Nr. St. Albans, Herts.
Middleway Farmhouse, Wooton, Boars Hill, Oxford.
Millmead, Wonersh Park, Guildford, Surrey.
Tower House, Street, Somerset.
18 Canterbury Avenue, Sheffield, 10, Yorks.
39 The Mount, Caversham, Reading, Berks.
8 The Square, Toddington, Nr. Cheltenham, Glos.
16 Douglas Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex.
Pheasant Farm, Gt. Rollright, Oxon.
Sibford Road, Hook Norton, Nr. Banbury.
1 Merriman Road, Street, Somerset.
Sylvania, The Drove, Manor Road, Durley, Southampton.
Greenacre, Chinnor, Oxford.
East Withy Farm, Huish Champflower, Taunton, Somerset.
109 Morningside Drive, Edinburgh, 10, Scotland.
Low KnoIl, The Crescent, Steyning, Sussex.
1 0 Ham Farm Road, Ham Common, Richmond, Surrey.
.. Redwoods," North Heath Lane, Horsham, W. Smsex.
Trout HaIl, Wendens Ambo, Saffron Walden, Essex.
34 Beeches Close, Saffron Walden, Essex.
Church Lane House , Church Lane, Codsall, Nr. Wolverhampton.
Park View, Oxford Road, Bodicote, Banbury.
17 Raddlebarn Road, SeIly Oak, Birmingham, 24.
10 Croft Avenue, Southwick, Sussex.
High Point, Stowe Rise, Buckingham.
Sugarbrook, Stoke Prior, Nr. Bromsgrove, Worcs.
9 Tudor Grove, Thornhill Park, Streetly, Sutton Coldfield,
Warwicks.
4 Powell Road, Buckhurst Hill, Es sex.
4 PoweIl Road, Buckhurst Hill, Es sex.
Homewood, Long Park, Chesham Bois, Bucks .
1 5 Church View, Banbury .
Friends School, Saffron Walden, Essex.
83 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Herts.
Ducklington Farm, Ducklington, Witney, Oxon.
7 Beechcroft Gardens, Wembley Park, Middlesex.
7 Beechcroft Gardens, Wembley Park, Middlesex.
The Green, Shenington, Nr. Banbury.
17 Chestnut Avenue, Esher, Surrey.
44 Manor Avenue, Hassocks. Sussex.
5 7 The Chesils, Coventry, Warwicks.
School House, Raveostone, Olney, Bucks.
(7 1 8 ) Crailsheim, Wilhelmstr. 2., Germany.
6 Bethune Avenue, London, N. I I .
Torwood, Little Baddow, Nr. Chelmsford, Es sex.
Wroxton Heath, Banbury, Oxon.

-

1964

Drakenbergsgatan 37, Goteborg S . . Sweden.
Vaekerovn 34c, Bestum, Oslo 2, Norway.
39 Templemere, 90 Oatlands . Drive, Weybridge, Surrey.
Home Farm Bungalow, Admmgton, Shipston-on-Stour Warwick. .
'
Spicelands Meeting House, Uffculme, Devon.
88 CharIton, Andover, Hants.
43 St. Gile s , Oxford.
Makins, Whiteway, Stroud, Glos.
. . Do
de Ca poleboscq," Gelos par Pau (Basses Pyreneee),
.
Wood-dene, Church Street, Leatherhead, Surrey.
2 Lingfield Avenue, Yeovil, Somerset.
Mundys Court, Long Sutton, Nr. Langport, Somerset.
32 St. Leonard's Terrace, Chelsea, London, S. W.3.

p;����
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Simcock, Rowena
Skovmand, Kirsten
Steger, Landy
Twittey, J anet
Walker, Felicity
Whatley, Ruth
Wood, Judy
Archer, Andrew
Armstrong, Aidan
Bennett, Andrew
Branch, Peter
Burrow, Paul
Burt, Benjamin
Chandler, Robin
Coles, Robert
Cottle, John
Ducker, Robin
Dunn, Stewart
Edwards, Mark
Free, Christopher
Henderson, David
Hughes, J ames
Hughes, Richard J.
Ingham. Rqderick
Jeffery, Peter
Marsh, Peter
Monague, John
Morse, Jim
Robinson, Andrew A.
Robinson, Andrew N.
Stewart, Roger
Watkins, Michael
Weatherhead, Ian
White, Richard

10 Beechway, Wilmslow, Cheshire .
Aggersvej 4, Skodsborg, Denmark.
Pan American World Airways, P.O. Box 2311, Lagos , Nigeria.
128 Cherington Road, Selly Oak, Birmingham, 29.
3 3 1 London Road, Leicester.
51 Junction Road, Andover, Hants.
31 Fulmer Drive, Gerrards Cro s s , Bucks.
.
37 We st View Road, Sutton Coldfiel d, Warwicks .
Geeway Estate, Llandidloes Road, Newtown, Mont.
Oxford House , Manor Road, Bletchley, Bucks.
Highfield, Combe Lane, Ridgeway Cro s s , Malvern, Worcs.
East Mill House , Twyford, Bishop' s Stortford, Herts.
Clapton Farm, Clapton in Gordano , Bnstol.
Brailes Hill Farm, Brailes, Nr. Banbury, Oxon.
Home Farm, Wigginton , Nr. Banbury, Oxon.
Church Farm , Sealand Road, Chester.
IS St. Anne' s Road, Headington, O xford.
77 Hungerdown Lane, Lawford, Manningtree, Essex.
U Flagstones,"
Fullers Road, Rowledge , Nr. Farnham, Surrey.
The Old Forge, Bledinl!ton, Nr. Kingham, Oxon.
Parsonage Farm, Gt. Wolford, Shipston-on-Stour, Warwicks.
13 The Crescent , Leatherhead, Surrey.
Whitelands, Common Mead Lane , Gillingham, Dorset.
8 Faircroft, Off Queen's Road, Kenilworth , Warwicks.
15 Highmoor Road, Caversham, Reading, Berks.
33 York Road, Headington, Oxford.
WeJford Road Hospital, Northampton.
29 High Street, Milton, Abingdon, Berks .
185 Burntwood Road, Norton Cannes, Staff •.
60 Punch Copse Road, Three Bridges, Crawley, Sussex.
Hillcrest, Kettleshulme, via Stockport, Cheshire.
6 The Green, Woodford Green, E s s ex.
35 Ossulton Way, London, N.2.
2 New Church Road, Sutton Coldfield, Warwicks.

ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO THE ADDRESS LIST
APPEARING IN THE 1963 MAGAZINE.
51
56
1953-58
55
1941-45
53
50
1925-30
1956-61
1940-44
1915- 18
47

Angerson, Michael J.
Angerson, Roger

53 Ellacombe Road, Longwell Green, Bristol.
32 Acacia Road, Staple Hill, Bristol.

Baily, Ann (nee Tulk)
Baily, Roger
Barber, Keith
Beaumont. Sheila (ne e Townsend)
Belcher, Ruth (nee Tanner)

4 Qu��ry Road, St';eet, Somerset.
48 Steyning Avenue, Peacehaven, Sussex.

Blunson, Bernard W.
Bond, Ann
Bottomley, Helen W.
*Bowley, Irene
Brown, Loraine (ne e Quinton)
Brown, Marjorie (nee Bax)
*Byatt, Ann (nee Boardman)
Byatt, Peter

" Rowsley,"

11

Belmont Road, Maidenhead,

Allendale/'
St.
Mary's
Banbury, Oxon.

Road,

Berks.

Adderhury,

Nr.

45 Clarence Hill, Dartmouth, Devon.

Stevens Lane, Claygate, Surrey.
1 1 Cheddon,"
12 1 Droitwich Road, Worcester.
Little Westeatt, Moreton Hampstead, Devon.
U St.
Kitts," 27 Coburg Road, Dorchester, Dorset.
Sherrards, Ashley Heath. Nr. Ringwood, Hants.
. . Roseneath," 7 Eastern Pathway, Queen's Park, Chester.

Flat H.2, Dorset Lane Manor, Sandbanks Road, Poole,
Dorset.
Caudwell, Paul
6 Elthome Road, Uxbridge, Middlesex.
*Cheney, Harold L.
.. Archfield," Oxford Street. Wellingborough, Northants.
Cox, Stephen J .
Flowerways, Howe Lane, Chipstead, Surrey.
Crisp, Alice (nee Morrish)
21 Lockingwell Road, Keynsham, Bristol.
Crook, Nicholas
Central Y.M.C.A., Gt. Russell Street, London, W.C. ! .
Crossley, Ruth Elizabeth (ne e Jones) 54 Tennyson Road, Harpenden, Herts.
Cunliffe, Haro1d
44 Tedder Road, Halton, Aylesbury, Bucks.
*Calcraft, Leslie

1916- 19
1957-62
49

39
1934-38

1938-42
1957-60
1941-46
1952-56

Dale, Thomas

Cootehill, Cape1,

Surrey.

*Eddington, Anthony B.

The

*Farr, John
Foster, Mary
Fuller, Michael
Furness-Gibbon, David

Swalcliffe Cut. Swalcliffe, Nr. Banbury, Oxon.
Abbeyholme, Overton Road, Cheltenham, Glo s .
" Chesildene." N e w Road, Cockett, Swansea.
H.Q. Mess, R.A.O.C., Blackdown, Aldershot, Hants.

Model Farm,
Norfolk
School
of
Easton, Norwich. Norfolk.
t*Edwards, E . Marjorie (nee Simmons) l 5 Westland Drive, J!ayes, Kent.
tEllis, June
�'bford School, Nr. Banbury, Oxon.
tEynon-Williams , Aimee
Floral Cottage, Llanstephan, Carmarthen .

N.

51

Agriculture ,

1937-42
1943-50
1947-54
1946-52
45

*Gibson, Hugh C.
*Gibson, Juliet (nee Spend1ove)
Good, Patricia
Grant, Jenny
Grant, Robert C.
Graysoo, Peter
,Guest, Miriam

1956-61
1946-49

tHarrison, Pamel.
Harrison, Leslie
Hart, E. J ane
*Haw1ey, Janet A.

1958-62
62
1923-27

Heming, Linda M.
Hind1e, James F.
*Hock1ey, May E. (nee Harrod)

31
1 930-34
1956-61
50
1956-61
1944-47
1932-39

*Holloway, J osie (nee Burtt)
*Hughes, Dons1d J.
*Hughes, John C.
Hussey, Stephen

31 Hill Road, Barrow-in-Fumess, Lancs.

bi�

d

Red Ga
s, Ravenswoo
Avenue,
Haven Cottage, Sibford Ferri••

�rowthoriie ,

Berks .

4 Hill Fields, Sibford Fern••
I Albemarle Road, York.
"tone Barton, Hasting Wood, Harlow, Essex.
Westfield, Camp Lane, Beaudesert, Henley-in-Arden,
Solihull, Warwicks.
28 Malvern Road, Powick, Nr. Worcester.
24 Tanhouse Lane, Parbold, Nr. Wigan, Lancs.
Sylvania, The Drove, Manor Road, Durley,
Southampton.
White House, Dun.by, Nr. Boume, LbC1!.
U Whitelands,"
Common
Mead
Lane,
Gillingham,
Dorset.
Rodney House, Farleigh, Backwell, Nr. Bristol.
7 Ash Tree Road, Burnham-on-Sea, Somerset.

4 Hillfield, Sibford Ferris.
1240
Christchurch
Road,

J ewitt, D. Brenda
Johnson, Colin

u

"

"

.. Tresco," Five Acres, Charmouth, Dorset.

9 Grayscroft Road, Streatham, London, S.W. 16.

Boscombe,

Bournemouth,

Hants.

Lamer, David
Lawrance, Henry
Lawrance, Elsie
*Lennox, Jennifer (ne e Bland)
*Lucas, Herbert
Lynch, Lorna

66 High Street, Witney, Oxon.
Penkryn, Wadlingfield, Nr.

It

1938-46

Manssseh, Anthony

1943-48

Manasseh, Pamela (ne e Boast)

1949-54

Mathews, Lister

Sudbury,

Suffolk.

"

'

23 Castle Hill, Berkhampstead , Herts.
37 Woodlands Road, Hockley, Essex.
32 Pield Heath Avenue, Hillingdon, Middlesex.

c.

The Retreat ' " Polmennor Road, Heamoor, Penzancc.
Cornwall.
Th
tJ" Polmennor Road, Heamoor, Penzance,

Co�!�ll:

*MiI1s, Gladys (nee Harris)

Officers' Mess, H.M. Prison, Leyhill, Wotton-under
Edge, Glos.
4 Bromley Heath Road, Downend, Bristol.

1915-19

*Ostler,

Gertrude M.

10 Church Close, Lower Willingdon, Sussex (temporary

1949-56

5 Elgin Court, Elgin Avenue, Maida Vale, London, W.9.

1956-60

Penn, Elizabeth
*Persson, John
Pryde, Andrew J. B.

1947-53
1908-10

Richards , John
*Rose, Elsie M.

1948-52
13

*Rowley, Frederick J .
*Rutter, Carol

St. Bernard, Maufant Road, St. Savior, Jersey, C.I.
Grenville's
Mead,
Ashton
Road,
Haddenham,
Aylesbury, Bucks.
52 Castle Fields, Leomin.ter. Herefordshire.
Luto'l House, Charlton Mar.hall, Blandford, Dorset.

34

1930-33
35
1934-37

address).

Soear Hill Cottage, Ashington, Pulborough, Sussex.
16 Waldgrove Park, Twickenham, Middlesex.

Saggers, Leslie M. (ne e Pousty)
Sargent, Helen
Savage, Winifred
Simpson, John
Simpson, Monica (nee Foss)

c/o Gipsy Hill Training College, .. Coombe Hurst."
Kingston Hill, Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey.
Panorama, Highcliffe Close, Seaton. Devon.
4 Pittville Crescent, Cheltenham, Glos.
93 Mulberry Road, Bournville, Birmingham, 30.
Hillfield,

rTucker, Leslie W.

1926-30

Sibford Ferris.

*Vine, Molly (nee Hooper)

7 Bower Road, Hale, Cheshire.

rWicksteed, Nora

2 Hillfield, Sibford Ferris.

MEMBERS LIVING ABROAD
52
1926-31

*Baldwin, Brian
*Brown, Harold J.

46
1948-54

*Davidson, Helen (nee Pulford)
Diehl, Wendy (nee Clark)

48 Bielefeld, Koblenzerstrasse 5, Germany.
Ap.
14 , 88 William Street, Kingston, Ontario,
..
94 Cameron Street, Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia.
8191 Hohenrain, Kreis, Wolfratshausen, Germany.

1930-34

*Harvey, Eric

3357 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

1955-57
56

���1

Lamb, Edith (nee Millard)

18

Lancaster, Richard

23 Birch Avenue, Ottawa, 7, Ontario, Canada.

Thomas, Susan

Apartment 503 , 2323 Lpkeshore
Toronto 14, Ontario, Canada.

Cottage Flats,
Australia.

52

Windsor

Grove,

Klenzig,

Blvd.

W.,

South

Mimlco,

Rollett rides again !

. . . at the picnic

Dick Neal's family at the picnic, with Portia Gibson feeding
a wild beast (unidentified)

Geoff and Joan Long, Betty Thelton and ot:lers

S W I M M I N G S PORTS

The Gala D ance - some beautiful wallflowers ?

Liz Hockley and Ann Tucker

Was somebody paying his

Sub?

6.

GENBRAL COMMITIEE.
(a) The affairs of the Association .:lall be manalled by a General Committee lubject
to the approval of the Annual General Meetinll of the Association.
(b) The General Committee shall comprise : Ex-Officio
President.
Vice-President,
Immediate
Past
President
General
Secretary, Treasurer. Reunion
Secretary,
Membership
Secretary ' Maiazine
Editor. Local Branch Secretaries, Two Resident Officers, Two Re resentativel
to the School Committee, a Representative from the School Staff , the Head
master, Ex-General Secretary, Ex-Treasurer, Ex-Reunion Secretary (for one year
following termination of office), School Bursar. Nine ordinary members elected
at the Annual General Meeting (to serve for three years).
(c) Ten members of the General Committee shall form a quorum.
(d) The General Committee shall have power lO co-opt up to four members at any
one time and to appoint any additional officers it deems nece!sary.

p

7.

OPPICERS AND ELECTIONS.

(a)

The President and Vice-President shall be elected at the Annual General M'eting
for one year.
Normally the President's year of office shall immediately follow
the year in which he/ she was Vice-President.
(b) The General Secretary, Treasurer and other Officers shall be appointed for a
three-year period at an Annual General Meeting.
(c) Should a vacancy occur in any office during the three-year period the General
Committee shall have power to fill the vacancy and the person so appointed
shall hold office until the next Annual General Meeting.
(d) All nominations for General Secretary. Treasurer and other Officers shall be in
writing, signed by the proposer. seconder and the nominee and shall be sent Or
handed to the General Secretary twelve hours before the Annual General
Meeting. Nomination papers to be included with the appropriate Annual Re
union programmes sent to all members.
(e) One-third of the ordinary members of the General Committee shall be appointed
each year in the Annual General Meetina. These Committee members shall be
proposed and seconded from the floor of the meeting. The three retirinl!; mem
bers shall not be eligible for re-election for the ensuing y'ar
(I) One member of the Association shall be appointed as Auditor �or a three-year
period at an Annual General Meeting.
�. MEETINGS AND RB UNION S .
(a) An Annual R,union of members shall be held at Sibford at Whitsuntide Or at
such other titne and / or place as may be decided by the General Committee.
(b) The Annual General Meeting of the Asoociation shall be held durinll: the Annual
Reunion.
(c) Notice of the Annual Reunion shall be sent to all members.
(d) The General Committee shall have full control of all arrangements at these Re
uni on s with power to make su�h regt:!ations as they may deem to be expedient.

9.

MINUTES.

Minutet of the proceedings of the General Committee s."all be duly recorde d in
a permanent lJ'anner and the minutes of the Annual General MeetinK wh"ll pa,sed
shall be available for inspection by any member by arrangement.

10.

LOCAL BRANCHES .
(a) Whenever the number o f members resident i n a locality warrants t h e course. 8
local branch may be formed.
(b) A Branch Secretary shall be elected at a reoresentative meeting of the local
branch.
(c) Branch Secretaries shall have power to arrange local reunions and other events.
(d) All Branches must be financially self supporting and have no call on the fund.
of the Association.

11

MAGAZINE.

(a)

(b)

12.

A magazine entitled " Sibford " shall be published annually by the As.ociation
and sent to all members whose addresses are known. Where husbands and wivel
are both members only one magazine will be sent unless an additional CODY Is
specifically requesten .
The General Committee shall have the power to ,.nd out the magazine by
C. O . D . where more than one year's subscription is due and shall add a Buit
able sum to cover the C.O.D. charge.
If the magazine is refused the amount of
t."e C.O.D. charge i. to be added to the amount of the subscription due.
Any
sums ,ubsequently received from this person shall firstly be aoplied a�ain.t the
C.O.D. charge.

ALTBRATIONS TO RULES .

(a)

(b)
(c)

Notice o f any alteration o r addition t o be proposed t o the rules o f the Associa
tion shall be given in writing to the General Secretary at least fourteen day.
prior to an Annual General Meeting. Nevertheless the Annual General Meeting
shall have power to deal with any alteration Or addition to the Rules without
such notice Or any notice if the meeting so decides by a two-thirds majority of
members who are pres�nt and voting.
No alteration or ad dition to t.'1" Rules of the Association shall become effective
unless passed by a two-thirds majority of members who are present and voting
in Annual General Meeting.
Rule 12 (b) a"d 13 (b) cannot be altered exceot by a 9/ l0ths majority at
Annual General Meeting.

13.

LIPE MEMDERSIIIP FUND.
(a) All subscriptions received as Life Subscriptions shall be invested in the name.
of Trustees appointed by the Annual General Meeting.
(b) The Life Membership Fund may not be spent without a prior referendum of
the recorded members of the Association.
To be effective the referendum must
be approved by a 9 / l aths majority of all the forms received by a date set by
the General Committee.
(c) The interest from the investment of the life subscriptions shall be added to the
ordinary income of the Association.

14.

WINDING UP.

In the event of the AS50ciation beina dissolved all the assets shall be illsposed
of as directed by the final Annual General Meeting by a simple majority of those
members who are . present and 'voting at the Annual General Meetin!l.

